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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

Whispering Gallery Mode Polymer Fiber Sensors Fabricated by Near-Field 

Electrospinning 

 

by 

 

Joseph Earl Cheeney 

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Materials Science and Engineering 

University of California, Riverside, March 2019 

Dr. Elaine D. Haberer, Chairperson 

 

 

Because of their ability to serve in chemical and biological applications, there is a 

growing need for sensitive, compact, readily fabricated, and inexpensive chemical 

sensors. In recent years, devices that utilize whispering gallery modes (WGMs) have 

proven versatile in many such applications, however, these reports have typically used 

fabrication techniques that are either complex, do not produce sensitive devices, or are 

costly. One possible solution is to use polymer materials in conjunction with near-field 

electrospinning (NFES). This direct-write fabrication approach enables fast, yet precise 

positioning of micron-sized fibers for low-cost, scalable sensor manufacturing. Moreover, 

NFES can be used to incorporate additional functionality such as emitters for optically 

active sensing or receptors for enhanced selectivity. Here, fluorescent dye-doped polymer 

fiber refractive index sensors that support WGMs within the fiber cross-section were 

demonstrated. Poly(vinyl) alcohol resonators were first simulated with finite-difference 

time-domain simulations to show that the devices needed to be several microns in size 

and a few hundred nanometers from the substrate to support resonance. Polymer 
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solutions of 25 wt% PVA and doped at with varied amounts of Rhodamine 6G were 

mixed and shown to have consistent physicochemical properties. Resonators were 

fabricated using NFES by drawing fibers from the polymer solution onto substrates 

patterned with deep trenches. The electrospun fibers ranged from 2 to 33 µm in diameter, 

displayed smooth surfaces, and had circular cross sections. Using 

microphotoluminscence, resonant groups of peaks with Q factors as high as 14,191 were 

observed in the emission range of the dye, from 590-700 nm. Using size-dependent mode 

spacing predicted by finite-difference time domain simulations, as well as a mode-fitting 

technique, the resonances were identified as WGMs. The response of the resonance peaks 

to exposure to isopropanol and methanol vapors was evaluated using a range of fiber 

diameters. The fibers were also crosslinked to make them water insoluble and their in-air 

and in-water resonance capabilities were analyzed. The crosslinked fibers displayed Q 

factors as high as 19,700 when measured in air and values as high as 7,500 when 

measured in water. Furthermore, aqueous sensing of ethanol was performed. The WGM 

resonators fabricated here have demonstrated the potential of near-field electrospun 

polymer-based fibers for sensing applications. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Motivation 

In recent years, there has been an increasing need for highly sensitive, compact, 

and low-cost sensors capable of detecting and quantifying miniscule changes in the 

surrounding environment. Typically, small sensors on the micro- or nano- scale show 

great utility due to their compact design as well as high sensitivity. Micron-scale 

resonance-based optical sensors have recently been utilized because of their response 

time, sensitivity, sensing specificity, and low cost. These sensors exploit light 

confinement in a dielectric material to form an optical cavity. These cavities can only 

support specific resonant frequencies of light as dictated by the device’s geometry and 

material. Often, the optical cavities can be in the form of distributed bragg reflectors1–3, 

photonic crystals4,5, or whispering gallery mode (WGM). Of these, whispering gallery 

mode (WGM) resonators are particularly advantageous devices. First discovered by Lord 

Rayleigh in 1910 in the form of acoustic resonances 6, these devices work by confining 

light along the periphery of a typically circular higher refractive index (RI) cavity placed 

in a lower RI environment via total internal reflection. This low-loss confinement allows 

the light to recirculate inside the cavity many times, making these resonators suitable for 

low threshold lasing applications. This recirculation at the cavity-environment interface 
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increases mode interaction with surrounding analytes, making them highly sensitive 

devices. Furthermore, their compact size makes them easily transportable. These devices 

can be made from a wide range of dielectric materials including semiconductor7–12, 

glass13–15, and polymers16–19 and can be classified as either active (having an emitter 

incorporated) or passive (require optical coupling for detection). Furthermore, their 

compact size allows them to be fabricated in dense configurations, such as arrays. These 

devices have demonstrated use in important micro- and nanophotonic devices such as 

low-threshold lasers16,17,20, frequency combs21,22, and waveguides23 as well as in sensing 

applications such as bulk chemical sensors24–28, label-free biosensors at the individual 

virus29,30 or individual molecule13,31–33 levels, and single atomic ion detection34. For this 

work, active polymer WGM resonators were fabricated using an electrospinning process. 

Their resonance capabilities were quantified and they were used to detect the presence of 

organic solvent in both vapor and liquid form. 

 

1.2 WGM Resonators 

 

1.2.1 Background 

 WGMs are a class of geometry dependent resonators made from higher RI 

dielectric materials surrounded in a lower RI environment. Figure 1 shows a schematic of 

a WGM resonator. The cavities are typically circular in design which is critical for their  
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Figure 1.1: Schematic depicting a WGM in a circular cavity. The black arrows 

indicate the reflection of light around the inside periphery of the cavity. The 

lighter green around the resonator represents the evanescent field. 

 

 

function, as discussed later. The light confined inside the resonator reflects around the 

inside the closed-concave surface of the material (represented by the black dashed 

arrows) via total internal reflection. To satisfy the requirements for total internal 

reflection, a high incident angle is required. A small evanescent wave, represented by the 

green shadow, extends a short distance into the environment. 

 WGM resonances satisfy the equation: 

𝑚𝜆 = 2𝜋𝑅𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓     (1) 

Where “m” is referred to as the azimuthal mode number (AMN) and indicates the integer 

number of wavelengths that circumnavigate the cavity. “λ” is the mode wavelength, 2πR 

is the optical path length and the circumference of the device, and “neff” is a weighted  
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Figure 1.2: Schematic denoting the orientation of the E and H fields for the TM 

and TE polarizations in a WGM. 

 

average of the RIs for the mode that exists inside and outside the cavity. The modes in a 

cavity can have different radial mode orders as well. Radial mode orders describe the 

number of electric field maxima that exist along the radial direction of the resonator. 

Furthermore, WGMs support two types of polarizations: transverse magnetic (TM) and 

transverse electric (TE), as shown in Figure 1.2. TM modes have their electric field 

vector perpendicular to the resonator surface and TE modes have it parallel to the 

resonator surface. 

Another categorization of WGMs is by having active (fluorescent emitter 

contained in the cavity) or passive (no fluorescent emitter) resonators. While they are 

typically more efficient at supporting resonance and are more sensitive, they lack 

practicality because detecting WGMs in passive cavities requires precise positioning of 

either an optical fiber or another structure to come within a few hundred nanometers of 
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the device to allow coupling from a tunable laser 29,31,35. Active resonators are more 

practical because a fluorescent emitter, such as a dye16,28,36, quantum dot20,37, or rare-earth 

ions38,39, is incorporated. These emitters can be excited with an external source such as a 

laser or LED and the emission couples into the WGM. These WGMs can then be detected 

using free-space optics. Despite absorption or scattering losses often being associated 

with active resonators, they can still support high quality resonance. This advantage 

makes active resonators more practical for many sensing and optical applications, such as 

lasers.  

 

1.2.2 Whispering Gallery Mode Sensing Mechanisms 

 Typically, WGMs are used as sensors by detecting a resonance wavelength, λ, 

shift, though other sensing processes such as Q spoiling30 and mode splitting exist33. 

There are two primary mechanisms for sensing analytes with a WGM peak shift: either a 

change in the effective refractive index (a weighted average of the refractive indices 

between the mode contained in the cavity and the mode outside the cavity in the form of 

an evanescent wave), neff, or a change in radius, R. The amount of wavelength shift can 

be represented with the equation:  

𝛥𝜆

𝜆
=

𝛥𝑅

𝑅
+

𝛥𝑛

𝑛
     (2) 
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The first, as shown in Figure 1.3a involves a change in neff. The top of the figure shows a 

resonator in ambient conditions. An analyte, such as an organic solvent, is introduced into 

the sensing environment in either a liquid or gaseous solution. The result is a change in  

the environmental refractive index. Because there is an evanescent wave that extends into 

the environment, the neff changes, typically increases, and causes a detectable red-shift of 

the spectrum. 

The second mechanism by which WGMs can sense is an increased optical path 

length. If the analyte is, for example, a virus or a large molecule that binds to the surface 

of the resonator, the path length of light can increase, causing a red-shift in peak 

wavelength.  In ordinary WGM systems, sensing an analyte is detected via a peak red-

shift, however, it is important to mention another sensing phenomenon observed in 

WGMs that utilize polymers40–42 that involves solvent diffusion. When a polymer is 

exposed to gases or liquids that can diffuse into the resonator, a peak shift based on 

solvent uptake by the polymer is observed. There are two major processes affecting the 

WGM mode position: solvent diffusion over the mode volume and polymer swelling and 

the peak can be tracked as shown at the bottom of Figure 1.3b. Upon exposure, the 

analyte begins to diffuse into the surface of the resonator over the mode volume. As soon 

as diffusion begins, the two mechanisms compete for shifting the peak. While the analyte 

is diffusing over the mode volume, a blue-shift caused by a reduction in neff is dominant, 

however, as diffusion goes further into the resonator the blue-shift ceases, polymer 

swelling beings to dominate, causing in increase in R and a subsequent red-shift is 

observed. 
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Figure 1.3: Schematic depicting a typical WGM with resonance on the inside 

perimeter of a circular cavity before any exposure to an analyte molecule, a) 

typical WGM sensing process showing an introduction of an analyte, causing an 

changed environmental refractive index and peak red-shift and b) introduction of 

the analyte to the system with surface diffusion occurring, initially creating a 

reduced RI at the edge of the resonator as indicated by the lighter shading of blue. 

Then moving on to full diffusion of the analyte creating a swollen resonator. 

Lastly, the peak wavelength tracking with analyte diffusion beginning with stable 

resonance, a blue-shift upon surface diffusion, and subsequent red-shift as 

diffusion penetrates deeper into the resonator. 
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1.3 WGM Materials, Geometries, and Fabrication Methods 

While these WGM devices have demonstrated high levels of performance, they 

are often inhibited by the complexity and cost of their fabrication, their lack of 

manufacturing scalability, or the precise alignment required for measurements. Ideally, a 

WGM device will have a simple and scalable fabrication technique, with easy 

measurement methods, and precise and orderly placement. Polymer-based resonators can 

satisfy some of these requirements because they have easier processability, allowing them 

to be fabricated with several different techniques and geometries. For instance, 

Grossmann et. al. used photolithography and a surface-tension induced smoothing 

technique to make conical-shaped resonators16,43 and others have used photolithography 

to make microdisk and microring resonators44–46.While it can produce many resonators in 

a small area, photolithography, is expensive and requires cleanroom facilities. 

Microspheres are an easily produced and common geometry utilized for WGM resonators 

having shown repeated capabilities in sensing and lasing19,36,37,47, however, they lack 

precise and ordered deposition. Polymer fibers have also demonstrated WGM capabilities 

and can be produced with inexpensive fabrication methods. For instance, Anand et. al. 

and Linslal et. al. produced a hollow dye-doped polymer fibers via a thermal drawing 

method48,49. Ta et. al. produced poly(methyl methacrylate) fibers via a direct drawing 

method17,21. Gu et. al. made polymer bottle resonators on an optical fiber via a self-

assembly technique50.While these methods are inexpensive, they have not yet shown to 

produce fiber with orderly deposition and scalability, which may find application for 

device arrays and multiplexed sensing. 
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1.3.1 Material Selection 

 Poly(vinyl) Alcohol (PVA) is a well-studied polymer that was chosen for the host 

matrix. It is water soluble, non-toxic, biocompatible, and inexpensive. It is comprised of 

repeated carbon chains with a single -OH functional group. Typically, the molecular 

weight of PVA ranges from around 9000 g/mol – 186,000 g/mol. Like many carbon-

based polymers, PVA absorbs in the UV region, but remains transparent through the 

visible spectral region, making it advantageous for optical applications in the visible 

wavelength range. It has a refractive index of around 1.5 in the visible region 51. PVA has 

shown to have a breadth of applications including textiles 52, biomedical applications 53, 

and adhesives 54.  

Rhodamine 6G was chosen as the fluorescent dye because it is also water soluble, 

well-studied, has a very high quantum yield of 0.95 55, and is inexpensive. Though its 

optical properties vary slightly depending on the matrix and the concentration, in PVA, it 

displays its highest absorption peak at 537 nm and it has a peak emission intensity around 

558 nm. These properties have made it useful for applications in dye-lasers 17,56, 

biological marking 57, and WGM resonators 16,17,58. 

 

1.3.2 Fabrication via Near-Field Electrospinning  

One promising technique for high-volume, rapid manufacturing of polymer fiber 

WGM cavities is electrospinning. By adjusting the spinning parameters, this method can 
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be used to fabricate various morphologies and structures including simple homogeneous, 

bead-like, porous, hollow, and coaxial core-shell polymer fibers, among others59. A 

straightforward apparatus is used to pump a polymer solution through a hypodermic 

needle positioned a few centimeters from the substrate (or collector). A voltage applied 

between the needle and collector draws the solution from the needle, depositing fibers on 

the collector. Electrospinning has been used to fabricate a handful of active optical 

resonators used as lasers60–63 and organic solvent vapor sensors64.  Reports include dye-

doped polymer fibers which support Fabry-Perot modes along their length62 and 3-D 

resonances within their non-circular cross-sections60.  In addition, random electrospun 

fiber networks have formed ring resonators64 and electrospun fibers on which charged 

microdroplets of polymer gain medium were deposited have generated bead-like, bottle 

microresonators63. While electrospinning can rapidly produce many fibers, it lacks the 

ability to precisely position fibers on a substrate. Recently, a similar technique called 

near-field electrospinning (NFES) has emerged65. Notably, NFES has demonstrated the 

precision and control required to fabricate well-organized fiber meshes66, as well as to 

suspend fibers between posts just a few tens of microns in diameter67. Typically, the 

polymer fibers produced by NFES thus far are on the order of tens to hundreds of 

nanometers in diameter, too small to support high quality WGMs. 
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1.4 Research Scope 

  In this work, we first simulated, then fabricated and investigated NFES of micron-

scale, dye-doped poly(vinyl) alcohol (PVA) fibers, and the high quality (Q) optical 

resonances supported by their smooth, circular cross-sections. Sizeable weight percent 

solutions of high molecular weight PVA were used in conjunction with reduced stage 

speeds to direct write suspended fibers approximately 2 to 33 µm in diameter.  The 

emission from these slightly tapered, optically-active resonators revealed groups of sharp 

peaks ascribed to a combination of WGMs and spiral or conical modes.  The longest 

wavelength peak within each group was identified as an in-plane WGM using mode 

polarization, Mie theory-based mode assignment, and free spectral range (FSR) 

measurements over a range of diameters. WGM quality factors as high as ~14,000 were 

observed for larger fiber diameters.  The NFES fibers were crosslinked via 

glutaraldehyde (GA) treatment, increasing the maximum measured WGM cavity Q to 

approximately 19,700.  Finally, bulk refractive index sensing was achieved using 

isopropanol (IPA) or methanol vapor and for in-air sensing and ethanol-water as an 

aqueous model system.  The success of NFES, a potentially low-cost, large-scale 

manufacturing technique, in producing micron-sized fibers that support WGMs and are 

highly sensitive to environmental changes is an important step toward scalable 

production of affordable chemical sensors and biosensors. 

  Chapter 2 discusses the Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) simulations 

performed to determine the size range of resonators that would need to be fabricated to 

support WGM resonance. The simulations also provided valuable insight into the 
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expected FSRs, Q factors, evanescent field penetration, and neff values across a range of 

diameters that the system would produce for both in-air and in-aqueous systems. 

 In Chapter 3, the process for mixing the PVA and R6G-PVA solutions is 

developed and shown to be repeatable. The solutions were characterized for their 

physicochemical properties to determine baseline solution parameters and because the 

solution and physicochemical properties heavily influence fiber morphology during 

electrospinning. The solutions were also spin-coated and optically characterized for 

absorption, emission, and RI over a range of R6G concentrations and wavelengths to 

determine which would be best for supporting resonance. 

 Chapter 4 describes the NFES of the dye-polymer solutions. Parameters such as 

applied voltage, substrate, and stage speed are varied to determine their effect on fiber 

morphology, specifically fiber diameter, to produce fibers of the size necessary to support 

WGM resonance. Morphological characterization was done on fibers to exhibit the 

writing pattern and the ability to suspend fibers, as well as show the fiber’s diameters, 

surface roughness and circularity. Fibers that have been crosslinked are also characterized 

for the presence of the crosslinking agent, and morphologically characterized for 

diameter and surface roughness for comparison with as-spun fibers. The fibers are also 

demonstrated to be water-stable, an important quality for later aqueous sensing 

experiments. 

 Chapter 5 begins by showing optical characterization that was done on the 

electrospun fibers, namely photoluminescence and confocal fluorescence measurements 
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to demonstrate dye incorporation and dye uniformity into the fibers. WGM resonance 

was also demonstrated and characterized for its FSR and Q factors and was compared to 

earlier simulations. It was shown that NFES is a viable fabrication method for micron-

scale PVA WGM resonators with Q factors that are very competitive with other dye-

doped polymer WGM systems. Because device sensitivity will change with resonator 

size, sensing experiments are shown over a range of fiber diameters, demonstrating the 

ability for these WGM devices to detect a change in the surrounding environment via 

vapor diffusion into the resonators. Furthermore, WGM resonance and ethanol sensing is 

demonstrated and quantified for aqueous solutions when using crosslinked fibers. 

This dissertation shows that NFES can be successfully utilized to fabricate fibers 

that contain high-quality WGM resonance Furthermore, the fibers can be utilized for 

vapor and aqueous sensing applications. This work would aid in utilizing NFES for 

WGM sensor fabrication. Future work could include incorporating receptor materials for 

sensor specificity, multiplexing for simultaneous analyte detection, and optical 

applications such as lasing. 
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Chapter 2. Finite Difference Time 

Domain (FDTD) Simulations  

 

2.1 Introduction 

To simulate the WGMs, finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations were 

performed (Lumerical FDTD). The simulation software is a 2-D or 3-D time-dependent 

Maxwell equation solver for nano- or micron-scale photonic devices. The software sets 

up a mesh grid set to a specified resolution then solves Maxwell’s equations inside each 

grid box, assuming continuous boundary conditions. Typically, a smaller mesh grid 

increases resolution, but demands longer computing time. Performing the simulations 

allowed for the visualization and analysis of the WGMs via their squared electric field 

profiles and spectra for both in-air and in-aqueous systems. Specifically, important 

properties were determined such as the minimum size device that could support 

resonance, how resonance changed with diameter, and how far the evanescent wave 

penetrated into the surrounding environment. 

 

2.2 Experimental Details  

Figure 2.1a,b shows portions of the software’s user interface. The left-hand 

column shown in Figure 2.1a contains icons for all the simulations components to be 
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defined and Figure 2.1b shows a schematic with the simulation components labelled. 

These components are the object, the environment, excitation sources, the mesh size 

(which dictates accuracy), spectrum monitors, field profiles at specified resonant 

wavelengths, a field decay monitor, and Q factor monitors and are labelled in the figure. 

Since our WGMs were contained in the cross-sections of a fiber, a 2-D material with 

refractive index 1.50 (set to match PVA51) was placed in the center of the simulation 

region. Furthermore, using a 2-D material substantially reduced computational time. 

 

Figure 2.1: a) Section of Lumerical FDTD user interface with the various 

components labelled and b) 2D rendering of simulation with the various 

components indicated. 

 

 

The diameter of the cross-section was varied for the simulations, but was kept on the 

micron-scale, as that is the size range of many comparable polymer WGM resonators. 

The surrounding environment, represented by the icon labeled “FDTD”, was sized to 

fully encapsulate the 2D circle past its boundary. Initially, the environment had an index 
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of refraction set to 1, because the system was in air. For water simulations, the index of 

refraction was changed to 1.333, the well-known refractive index of water. The mesh-

region was defined to also encapsulate the entire system with a specified mesh size. The 

mesh size was used using an automated function that was built into the software to 

perform a simulation that gave a good balance of accuracy and time. 

Multiple dipole emission sources were placed a few tens of nanometers inside the 

cross-section because they act as a point source resonator, and appropriately model 

fluorescent dye emission. They were placed near the edge of the cross-section to facilitate 

WGM resonance to minimize selection of Fabry-Perot resonances across the diameter. 

Their peak emission wavelength was set at 580 nm and the emission profile ranged from 

500 nm – 700 nm. Furthermore, they were all oriented such that only one mode 

polarization (TM) would appear in the spectra and field profiles. Multiple spectrum 

monitors for analyzing electric field intensity as a function of wavelength were also 

placed a few tens of nanometers inside and along the edge of the cross-section to capture 

the WGM resonances at the position of the mode. Because a single monitor would not lie 

perfectly on a mode across all wavelengths, the spectra reported are an average of four 

spectra, each taken from one of these spectrum monitors. The simulations were set to run 

for 2000 femtoseconds to allow the resonance ample time to decay, which is important 

for the Q factor analysis. A time monitor was also placed on the mode to measure 

resonance decay over time, which was used to determine the Q factors of the resonances. 

After an initial simulation was performed and its spectrum was analyzed, field profile 

monitors were defined to encapsulate the entire resonator and set to render a spatially 
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resolved image of |𝐄|2 at the resonant wavelengths. The simulation was then run another 

time to obtain the electric field profile images. To measure the evanescent wave 

penetration from the profiles, Imagej was used. A vector that quantified the field intensity 

with position was placed along the radial direction of the resonator through the boundary. 

The evanescent wave depth was quantified when the peak intensity of the evanescent 

wave reduced to 1/e of its initial value. The profiles were also used to quantify the AMN 

and radial mode order. 

 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

The FDTD simulations were analyzed to first confirm the presence of WGMs and 

then to quantify the WGM resonance by measuring the FSRs, neff, and Q factors and the 

evanescent wave penetration. These properties were analyzed as a function of the 

resonator diameter. One important objective of the simulations was to determine what 

minimum size of resonator would be able to adequately sustain WGM resonance for PVA 

in both air and in water. This required obtaining a high Q factor and preventing any mode 

overlap that would make peak distinction and analysis difficult for future sensing 

experiments. Furthermore, if the evanescent wave penetrates too far outside the resonator, 

optical coupling with the fiber substrate may take place that will reduce the cavity’s 

resonance capability. As such, investigation of the field profiles was performed to 

determine the evanescent wave penetration. 
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2.3.1 WGM Confirmation in Simulations for the PVA in Air System 

A complete analysis of an individual spectrum between 550 nm and 580 nm for a 

5 μm diameter resonator is shown in Figure 2.2a. In addition to being accompanied by its 

electric field profile, each mode is labeled with its peak wavelength, mode order, and  

AMN. The red “petal” shapes on the field profiles represent electric field maxima and 

minima, indicating that two consecutive extrema represent a single wavelength of light. 

The field profiles indicate that the modes at 556 nm and 570 nm are first order radial 

modes. By halving the number of the red extrema in the profiles, the modes are found to 

have AMN values of 38 and 37, respectively. Two second order radial modes also appear 

around 562 nm and 576 nm with AMN values of 33 and 32, respectively. The smaller 

AMN values are expected for the higher order modes, due to a shorter path length. 

Because the field profile images reveal a pattern of intense electric field circumnavigating 

the inside periphery of the cross-sections, which is characteristic of WGM resonances, 

these modes can be confirmed as WGMs68,69. 

 

2.3.2 Analysis of Spectra for the PVA-Air System 

Resonator diameters were varied between 2 and 7 μm in 1 μm increments. The 

simulation failed to produce WGMs at diameters below 2 μm indicating that WGMs were 

not supported, therefore, the fibers fabricated later would need to have diameters larger 

than this. Figure 2.2b shows the spectra for 2 μm, 4 μm, 5 μm, and 7 μm diameters. The 

spectrum for the 2 μm cross-section shows just two broad, widely-spaced peaks. In 

general, as diameters increased, the spectra of the resonators displayed sharper peaks,  
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Figure 2.2: a) Portion of spectra of a 5 μm diameter resonator with first and 

second order modes present. Electric field profiles are next to their respective 

peaks with wavelength, radial order, and AMN indicated. b) Spectra of resonators 

with increasing diameters. 
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Figure 2.3 a) FSR as a function of diameter for the PVA-air system and b) Q 

factor as a function of diameter. 

 

 

indicative of higher Q factors as well as more frequent peaks, indicative of lower FSRs, 

which is characteristic of WGMs. A notable observation in the 5 μm and 7 μm resonators 

is the emergence of a second group of lower-intensity peaks. The higher intensity peaks 

are first order resonances while the lower intensity peaks are second order resonances. 

Furthermore, the 7 μm spectrum shows the emergence of third order peaks next to even 

more numerous first and second order peaks. Above 570 nm, the higher order modes 

began to merge with the lower order modes, indicating that the two modes were 

occupying the same wavelength. This mode overlap made field profile and Q factor 

analysis challenging, as discussed later. 
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The FSR of consecutive, first order radial resonances is plotted with the black 

data set in Figure 2.3a. The values decrease from 37 nm to 9.5 nm in a 1/diameter trend, 

as predicted by the equation: 

𝐹𝑆𝑅 =  
𝜆2

𝐿𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓
     (3) 

where L is the resonator path length. For WGMs, the cavity circumference, 2πD, is 

nominally the path length (L). From this equation, an approximate optical path length and 

diameter can be deduced from the FSR, which will serve as a method to confirm WGM 

resonance in the fabricated devices. 

Q factor is known to be limited by three parameters70,71: radiative decay, material 

absorption, and surface roughness. These parameters combine to contribute to Q as such: 

 

𝑄−1 = 𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑
−1 + 𝑄𝐴𝑏𝑠

−1 + 𝑄𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓
−1      (4) 

 

Typically, resonators are limited by surface roughness or material absorption, but since 

neither of these were accounted for in the simulations, the Qs here were limited by 

radiative decay. This contribution, as determined by Slusher et. al.72 is: 

 

𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑
−1 =

1

7
𝑒

2
2𝜋𝑅𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝜆
[tanh−1(√1−1

𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓
2⁄ )−√1−1

𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓
2⁄ ]

     (5) 
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which predicts that Q factor will increase exponentially with an increase in diameter. 

Figure 2.3b confirms this by showing a log-linear plot of the Q factor for the peak nearest 

558 nm (to match the R6G dye) as a function of diameter as well. The simulated Qs 

increases exponentially between 2 μm and 5 μm, from ~1x102 to ~3x106, respectively. 

The value calculated from Equation 5 is plotted as a line as well. Up until 5 μm, the 

values are nearly coinciding, indicating that the equation is accurate. However, the values  

diverge for resonators larger than 5 μm, which is believed to be a result of the convoluted 

modes that appear in the larger diameter resonators. Regardless, experimentally obtained 

WGM resonance is typically limited by either surface scattering or material absorption, 

so these simulations show the device theoretical Q factors. 

To further examine the resonant modes, figures 2.4a-f show electric field profiles 

for each resonator diameter, again of the wavelength nearest 558nm. The petal-shaped 

extrema go around the inside of the cross-section while the much smaller extrema on the 

outside of the cross-section represent the evanescent wave extending into the 

environment. With the increase in size, a few phenomenon are observed. First, the 

evanescent wave penetration is much greater in the lower diameter resonators and 

second, the larger diameter field profiles show a significant amount of convolution with 

higher order radial modes.  

Figure 2.4g shows a plot of the evanescent wave penetration depth with 

increasing diameter. At a 2 μm resonator, the depth was greater than the boundaries of the 

field profile monitor so its value could not be quantified. However, when the diameter 

increases, the penetration decreases from 430 nm at 3 μm 210 nm at 5 μm. Evanescent  
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Figure 2.4: a)-f) Electric field profiles of the resonators at increasing diameters 

and g) plot showing evanescent wave depth and neff with increasing resonator 

diameters. 
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field penetration measurements could not be accurately performed at 6 μm and 7 μm 

diameters due to the mode convolution with higher radial order modes, as the higher 

order modes have larger evanescent waves. Since the highest measured evanescent wave 

penetration is around 430 nm, the fabricated fibers should be suspended at least this 

distance to prevent any evanescent wave coupling to the substrate. Briefly, Figure 2.4g 

also shows that the neff (calculated from Equation 3) increases with diameter from 1.28 at 

2 μm to around 1.44 at 5 μm. This trend of smaller resonators having a lower neff is 

expected, since neff is a weighted average of the field inside and outside the resonator and 

the smaller resonators have a larger evanescent wave. This analysis gives a range of 

values that can be useful when performing mode fitting analysis for the devices. 

 

2.3.3 Spectral Analysis for the PVA in Water System 

As mentioned in the experimental details, the only adjustments done for the water 

system simulations was a change in the environmental RI to match water and change in 

the range of diameters analyzed. Similar to how the air simulations showed no resonance 

below 2 μm, the water simulations showed no resonance for diameters below 6 μm, 

indicating that aqueous devices should be at least this size. The reason for the required 

increase in size is the smaller refractive index mismatch between resonator and 

environment. Figure 2.5a shows incremental spectra between 6 μm and 10 μm diameters. 

At 6 μm, low intensity, broad peaks are observed and as D increases, the peaks become 

sharper and more closely spaced. One interesting characteristic of the water system is that  
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Figure 2.5: a) Spectra of resonators at increasing diameters for the in-aqueous 

system. b) FSR as a function of increasing diameter and c) Q factor as a function 

of increasing diameter. 
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even at 10 μm, there was no emergence of higher order modes, indicating that this system 

does not support resonance as well as the air system, which is also due to the closer RI 

between resonator and environment. The same quantitative analysis on FSR and Q that 

was done in air was applied to the water system. As shown in Figure 2.5b, the FSR values 

are still proportional to 1/diameter but are much lower in this system due to the large 

increase in fiber diameter and the increase in neff. Once again, this gives an indication for 

FSR values that can be expected for the fabricated devices. Furthermore, the values for Q 

are shown in Figure 2.5c. While Q still increases exponentially with diameter, it does so 

less rapidly. The values range from ~3 at 6 μm up to just 650 at 10 μm. This information 

indicates that viable resonators for sensing applications will need to be significantly 

larger for the aqueous system than they are for the air system. 

The field profiles are shown in figure 2.6a-e. The field profile for the 6 μm  

resonator has poor optical confinement, as the only regions that display an intense field 

are near the location of the emission sources. As the diameter increases the resonance 

becomes much more contained. No mode convolution from higher order modes is 

observed, even as diameter increases to 10 μm. The resonators here have visibly larger 

evanescent waves, however, the appropriate quantification of their depth could not be 

done because the profile monitor did not extend far enough away from the resonator 

boundary in all cases except 10 μm, discussed in the next paragraph. Despite the 

resonators having a visibly larger evanescent wave than the in-air resonators, values for 

neff range between 1.41-1.44. These values are larger than the air system because of the 

higher RI of the environment.  
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Finally, Figure 2.7a quantifies evanescent wave penetration as a function of 

resonance wavelength for the 10 μm resonator. As the peak wavelength increases, the 

evanescent wave extends further into the environment to values as high as 1,400 nm. For 

resonators this size, they should be greater than 1,400 nm from the substrate when 

measured in water. Figure 2.7b-d shows field profiles of three modes in this system. 

Again, as the wavelength gets longer, the evanescent wave can be seen penetrating 

further into the environment as the regions further away from the resonator get lighter in 

shade. For bulk RI sensing purposes, this indicates that the longer wavelength peaks will  

 

 

Figure 2.6: a)-e) Electric field profiles of the resonators at increasing diameters 

for in-aqueous system and f) plot showing the change in neff with increasing 

diameter. 
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be more sensitive because the change in neff will be more drastic with a larger evanescent 

wave, however, Figure 2.7a also plots mode Q factor as a function of wavelength. It can 

be seen steadily decreasing with increasing wavelength. While these longer wavelength 

modes may be more sensitive to RI change, a low-Q system may be more difficult to 

detect a wavelength shift. For sensing experiments, the longest viable wavelength should 

produce the greatest sensitivity. 

 

2.4 Conclusions 

In conclusion, FDTD simulations gave valuable insight to our electrospun-fiber 

WGM system in both air and aqueous environments. For air, resonance was not 

supported below 2 μm and for aqueous it was not supported below 6 μm. This indicated 

that our fibers needed to be at least this size for their respective environments. FSR 

values decreased with increasing diameter and were much smaller for the aqueous system 

due to the larger size and higher neff. Resonance Q factors improved with increasing 

diameters. The Q factors were much higher for the air systems, due to the higher RI 

mismatch between resonator and environment. Higher order modes were observed in the 

air systems and subsequent mode convolution that made mode discrimination more 

difficult. Field profile analysis showed that the evanescent wave penetrated around 430 

nm into the environment for the air system and around 1,400 nm for the aqueous system, 

indicating the devices should be at least that far from the substrates to prevent optical 

coupling in their respective systems. Lastly, evanescent penetration increased in the 

longer wavelength modes, indicating that these modes will be more sensitive, however, 
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this comes at the cost of a reduced Q factor, which may make sensing more difficult in 

this wavelength region. 

 

 

Figure 2.7: a) Evanescent wave penetration and Q factors for different modes at 

increasing wavelengths for the 10 μm in-aqueous system and b)-e) field profiles at 

increasing mode wavelengths. 
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3 Physicochemical and Optical 

Characterization of PVA and R6G-

PVA Solutions  

 

3.1 Introduction 

Because they dictate the electrospun fiber morphology, a few important 

physicochemical properties of the PVA solution were characterized. Specifically, 

viscosity, surface tension, and conductivity measurements of newly mixed PVA and 

R6G-PVA solutions were performed to evaluate the robustness of the mixing process and 

evaluate baseline solution parameters. Viscosity, often referred to as a solution’s 

“thickness”, quantifies the resistance to shear stress of a solution. A higher viscosity 

indicates more shear resistance and that increased shear resistance leads to a larger fiber 

diameter59,73,74. Often, electrospinning is used to fabricate small, sub-micron fibers, but 

since this work required large fibers, a relatively high viscosity will be required. Surface 

tension describes the amount of attraction of surface molecules to the rest of the solution. 

If a solution has a too high of a surface tension, electrospinning may not initiate or the 

electrospinning jet may be unstable59. Lastly, conductivity quantifies a material’s ability 
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to conduct electricity. An increased conductivity leads to smaller fiber diameters, so, 

ideally, a lower conductivity would be obtained. The solutions were also spin coated into 

thin films for optical characterization i.e. absorption, emission, and RI measurements to 

determine what concentration of R6G dye would be sufficient for later WGM 

experiments. 

 

3.2 Experimental Details  

PVA powder (Sigma Aldrich, molecular weight 13,000 – 23,000 g/mol, 98% 

hydrolyzed,) was measured and placed in a 20 mL glass vial (27 mm x 59 mm diameter 

and length outer measurements) as shown in Figure 3.1a). For pure PVA solutions, 

Millipore water was added to the PVA to make a 25 wt% solution. For solutions 

containing dye, R6G powder was added to the PVA before adding the Millipore water, 

Figure 3.1b and 3.1c. Solutions were mixed for two hours in a hot water bath set at 80OC 

with a magnetic stir bar set to 800 RPM, figure 3.1d. The solution was placed in ambient 

conditions to cool for one hour with no further mixing before physicochemical 

characterization. To measure and minimize any solution inconsistencies, viscosity 

(Brookfield LV DV-I/ Prime Viscometer), surface tension (DuNuoy ring surface 

tensiometer), and conductivity (Lab Quest 2 conductivity probe) measurements were 

performed immediately following cooling.  
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of solution mixing process. a) PVA and magnetic stir bar 

placed in vial, b) R6G added, c) Millipore water added, and d) solution mixed in a 

water bath on a hot plate. 
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To measure the optical properties of the PVA-R6G, the solutions were spin coated 

onto 25 x 75 x 1 mm glass microscope slides to produce thin films. Having thin films 

allowed the water to be evaporated, creating a material with identical composition to the 

electrospun fibers. The slides were fixed on a vacuum seal and solution was deposited on 

top of them. The spin coater was ramped up to 500 RPM at 100 RPM/s, then it was 

ramped up to 3000 RPM at 600 RPM/s where it was left for 20 seconds. Finally, the spin 

coater was decelerated back to 0 RPM at 600 RPM/s. Following spin coating, the slides 

were placed on a hot plate for 5 minutes at 50oC. The thicknesses of the thin films were 

measured using a surface profilometer (Dektak). Absorption measurements of the thin 

films were made using a spectrophotometer (Varian Cary 500). The scans were from 300 

– 750 nm at 1 nm increments with a 0.1 second integration time. Fluorescence 

measurements were performed (six months after spin coating the solution) using 

fluorometer (Horiba QM 400) from 540-700 nm at 532 nm excitation with 0.5 nm 

entrance slits, at a 45o angle, 0.5 nm exit slits, 0.5 nm increments, and 0.1 second 

integration time. Lastly, RI measurements were made on the thin films (also six months 

after the spin coating was done) using an ellipsometer (UVISEL Spectroscopic Phase 

Modulated) from 400-800 at an angle of incidence of 70 degrees, an integration time of 

250 milliseconds and with 5 nm increments.  
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3.3 Results and Discussion  

 

3.3.1 Physicochemical Characterization of PVA Solutions 

Table 1 shows physicochemical measurements of a representative selection of the 

solutions that were mixed. The pure PVA solutions had average viscosity, surface 

tension, and conductivity measurements of 689.65 ± 82.4 cP, 56.75 ± 1.9 dynes/cm, and 

2671 ± 108.8 μS/cm, respectively. The standard deviations for both surface tension and 

conductivity were less than 5%, which was easily acceptable for our purposes. The 

standard deviation for the viscosity measurements was larger, at 12%. The reason for the 

larger standard deviation is that the PVA, being a relatively low molecular weight, 

expedites a gelation effect of the polymer solutions by facilitating the hydrogen bonding 

process between the polymer chains, more-rapidly increasing the viscosity75,76 than what 

may be expected in a solution with a higher molecular weight PVA. This makes the 

viscosity measurements less consistent among solutions. Nonetheless, this deviation in  

Table 1: Physicochemical properties of R6G-PVA solutions at different dye 

concentrations. 
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viscosity measurements is still relatively small. Furthermore, the hydrogen bonds can be 

broken with mechanical agitation75, which would happen to some degree during the 

electrospinning when the solution is pumped through a syringe and needle. Therefore, the 

discrepancy was not anticipated to have a detrimental effect in electrospinning the 

solutions, though it was investigated and will be discussed in the next chapter. 

The R6G-PVA solutions were made at a few different R6G concentrations as 

shown in Table 1. The R6G concentrations analyzed were 0.9, 1.8, and 3.5 

mgR6G/gPVA, which were selected based around a report by Ta et. al.17  Since all three 

concentrations were low compared to the amount of PVA used, the dye incorporation was 

not expected to have any significant impact on the physicochemical measurements.  

 Comparing the physicochemical values across the different dye concentrations 

and pure PVA solutions reveals that physicochemical values remained relatively 

unaffected by R6G incorporation. Similar to the pure PVA solutions, the standard 

deviation for each of the R6G-PVA solutions values for surface tension and conductivity 

was less than 4%, indicating a robust process. However, the solution’s again showed 

viscosities with higher standard deviations, though not higher than in the pure PVA case. 

The larger standard deviation was attributed to the same reason for the pure solution. This 

confirms that the R6G does not significantly contribute to the solutions physicochemical 

properties and will not have a noticeable impact on electrospinning. Furthermore, the 

robustness of the solution mixing process is verified. 
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3.3.2 Optical Characterization of Mixed PVA and R6G-PVA Solutions  

To determine which dye concentration be sufficient to support WGM resonances, 

the pure PVA solution and R6G-doped solutions were spin coated onto glass slides to 

produce thin films which were subsequently optically characterized for their absorption 

coefficient, fluorescence, and RI. The objective was to obtain a solution with a large 

absorption that also maintained a low amount of absorption for a large portion of the 

emission range and to avoid any fluorescence quenching that may occur at higher R6G 

concentrations. To analyze a wide range of R6G concentrations, the selected values were 

0.5, 0.9, 1.8, and 3.5 mgR6G/gPVA.  

To determine peak excitation wavelength, absorption measurements of the films 

were performed and the spectra were converted to absorption coefficient by dividing by 

the thin film thickness. The thicknesses of the films are 4.538, 4.562, 4.750, and 5.039 

µm for 0.5, 0.9, 1.8, and 3.5 mgR6G/gPVA, respectively. The spectra are shown in 

Figure 3.2a. Three peaks are observed. A shorter peak at 350 nm, a shoulder near 500 

nm, and the maximum R6G absorption peak at 537 nm. Since the pure PVA film shows 

no absorption from 300 nm – 750 nm, all peaks were characteristic of the R6G. As 

expected, the film with the highest R6G concentration also showed the highest amount of 

absorption. The highest peak was at 537 nm for every dye doped film. This is further 

shown in Figure 3.2b which shows the absorption coefficient as a function of R6G 

concentration at three specified wavelengths: peak absorption, peak emission, and zero 

emission. The absorption coefficient at peak  
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Figure 3.2: a) Absorption coefficient spectra of R6G-PVA thin films, b) 

absorption coefficient vs R6G concentration at selected wavelengths. 
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Figure 3.3: a) emission spectra of thin films and b) normalized intensity vs R6G 

concentration at 580 nm. 
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absorption shows a linear increase with concentration. The known peak emission 

wavelength of 558 nm showed the same linear trend. Furthermore, there is still 

substantial absorption here, indicating that resonance will be stifled, despite having the 

most fluorescence. Finally, the absorption coefficient is almost zero at all concentrations 

for the 580 nm data point (and longer). Because of this, the highest Q factor resonance is 

expected to be observed longer than 580 nm, regardless of R6G concentration.  

The next step was to determine the concentration of dye to use that would give an 

adequate intensity emission signal, so photoluminescence measurements of each of the 

thin films were taken. The emission spectra are shown in Figure 3.3a. The pure PVA 

sample showed no PL emission, indicating that all emission was coming from R6G. 

Across all samples, a slight increase in PL is seen near 540 nm. This increase is simply 

the tail end of the excitation source and is not significant in the PL analysis. The peak 

emission intensity was shown to increase with increasing R6G concentration and peak PL 

signal was around 550 nm at the lowest concentration. As the concentration increased to 

3.5 mgR6G/gPVA, a red shift of  ̴ 5 nm was observed. This shift is believed to be caused 

by photon reabsorption due to the dye molecule’s close proximity to each other. Because 

there is no absorption in wavelengths above 580 nm, the PL intensities in the region of 

580 nm and longer were examined further. The emissions intensities increase linearly 

with dye concentration as shown in Figure 3.3b. Since the highest concentration gave the 

highest PL intensity, it was determined that to produce the highest intensity WGM 

resonance, using the 3.5 mgR6G/gPVA concentration would give ample emission in our 

electrospun fibers.  
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Because the ability for the devices to support resonance strongly depends on RI, 

measurements were performed on the thin films. If there were any major differences 

depending on R6G concentration, the ability for the device to sustain resonance will also 

be affected; if RI is increased, the ability of the device to resonate will be improved. The 

RI data is plotted as a function of wavelength in Figure 3.4a. The data shows that despite 

the increasing concentration of R6G dye, the spectra all remain relatively constant from 

580 – 700 nm. The value for RI is slightly lower than reported in the literature51.  

Furthermore, the average values between 580-700 nm for all concentrations are shown in 

Figure 3.4b. At 3.5 mgR6G/gPVA, the RI is 1.4642 ± 0.0059. Furthermore, the values all 

lie very close to one another, indicating that the RI remains consistent through the 

emission wavelengths. For this reason, we know the RI at different R6G concentrations 

 

Figure 3.4: a) Refractive index vs wavelength for R6G-PVA films and b) average 

RI between 580 – 700 nm for thin films at their respective concentrations. 
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would not have a significant role in affecting resonance. Lastly, since the value for RI 

was set higher for the FDTD simulations, this indicates that the values found for FSR, 

and neff may be slightly different than what was experimentally measured later. 

 

3.4 Conclusions  

The main contributors to the physiological properties of the solutions measured 

here is their combination of molecular weight and wt%59,74,77. This work used a much 

lower molecular weight and much higher wt% than other NFES reports65,67,78–81. The 

combination of high wt% and low molecular weight was used because it contributed to a 

higher solution viscosity. Consequently, it should also contribute to a higher diameter and 

more uniform fiber when electrospun73. The higher wt% also led to a small decrease in 

surface tension (which is ordinarily dictated by choice in solvent) and an increase in 

conductivity. While the physicochemical properties are known to play a vital role in other 

morphological features of electrospun fibers such as the formation of beads82,83 and 

pores84, these were not taken into consideration for this work. Because the values for 

conductivity, and surface tension remained consistent across all solutions and the slightly 

higher deviation in viscosity can be accounted for, the process to consistently mix the 25 

wt%, 13,000-23,000 g/mol was demonstrated. Furthermore, because the addition of R6G 

did not significantly alter the physicochemical properties, having R6G in the solution was 

not expected to have any significant effect on the electrospinning. 
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After performing optical characterization on spin coated thin films of our R6G 

PVA solutions. It was determined that increasing dye concentration increases material 

absorption, though all absorption stops after around 580 nm and is not therefore expected 

to affect WGM resonance longer than those wavelengths. According to the emission 

spectra, the intensity increases linearly with concentration above 580 nm as well. Because 

of this, the highest analyzed concentration of 3.5 mgR6G/gPVA was further investigated 

for electrospinning WGM resonators. Lastly, ellipsometry measurements showed that the 

addition of dye does not affect the RI and thus should not have any bearing on WGM 

resonance, though, the measured values will likely be slightly different than the 

simulations. 
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Chapter 4. Fiber Fabrication and 

Morphological Characterization 

 

4.1 Introduction 

To fabricate polymer fibers with diameters large enough to support WGM 

resonance for in-air and in-aqueous as determined from the FDTD simulations, NFES 

was used to fabricate fibers initially on SiO2/Si substrates. Electrospinning parameters 

such as tip-to-collector distance, voltage, and stage speed can be altered to produce the 

desired fiber morphologies. Here, the fiber diameters were characterized by varying the 

applied voltage, stage speed, age of the solution, and R6G incorporation. Later, the 

substrate was changed to glass (a transparent substrate was necessary for subsequent 

fluorescence imaging because excitation and collection happened on opposite sides of the 

sample). The effect of this change in substrate on fiber diameter was analyzed across a 

range of stage speeds. As revealed in chapter 2, the resonators needed to be a few 

hundred nanometers from the substrate to prevent unwanted optical coupling. Scribe 

marks of an appropriate width and depth on the substrates provided trenches to allow the 

electrospun fibers to be suspended. Further morphological characterization needed to be 

performed to analyze fiber surface roughness and circularity, which are important for 
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supporting resonance. For this, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used. Other 

morphological feature such as the amount of taper along fiber length was also quantified 

as it may influence resonance elements along the z-axis; this would not have been 

discovered in the 2D FDTD simulations. One benefit to using the PVA system was that 

the polymer is water soluble, however, later applications required sensing in water. 

Because of this, the fibers were crosslinked to make them water insoluble for aqueous 

sensing experiments. The crosslinked fibers were characterized for their water stability, 

the effect of crosslinking on fiber diameter, the presence of the crosslinking agent, and 

any changes in fiber morphology such as surface roughness. 

 

4.2 Experimental Details 

A schematic of NFES is shown in Figure 4.1a with a corresponding optical image 

of NFES taking place shown in Figure 4.1b. The dye-doped polymer solution was loaded 

into a 1 mL syringe and pumped through a 27-gauge blunt-tip hypodermic needle at a 

rate of 10 µL/h using a syringe pump (NE-1010, New Era).  A high voltage source 

(NO3.5HP8.5, Acopian) was used to apply 2 kV between the needle tip and substrate. 

The SiO2/Si substrates had dimensions of 15 x 15 x 0.5 mm and the glass substrates had 

dimensions 15 x 15 x 1 mm. The substrates were placed on top of an X-Y stage (A-

LSQ300D, Zaber) programmed so fiber would be deposited in a parallel-line pattern, as 

shown in Figure 4.1a. The substrate was previously scribed with lines perpendicular to 
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Figure 4.1: a) Schematic of NFES system showing fiber formation in a zig-zag 

pattern on a collection substrate and b) Optical image of NFES of R6G-PVA 

taking place on a glass substrate. The arrow indicates the direction of the stage 

travel. 
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the fiber deposition direction to allow fibers to be suspended. Fibers were written ~200 

µm apart from each other. The needle tip-to-collector (T-t-C) distance was fixed at 1.25 

mm. Electrospinning was performed under ambient temperature, pressure, and humidity. 

Though these conditions can affect fiber morphology59,85, they were not controlled. 

Electrospun fibers were optically characterized using a digital optical microscope (KH-

7700, Hirox) with a 35x objective and built-in measurement software. For cross-

sectioning, the ends of the fibers were glued to the substrate, immersed in liquid nitrogen, 

and the substrate was broken along a scribe. While still in liquid nitrogen, the samples 

were placed in a vacuum desiccator for 24 hours to prevent condensation from forming 

on the fibers. An SEM (Vega3, Tescan) was used to image fiber morphology of the as-

spun fibers and another SEM (NNS450, FEI) was used for the crosslinked fibers.  

To crosslink the PVA fibers, a three-step process was used that was in part 

derived from previous reports86,87. After gluing the ends of the fibers to the substrate, the 

fibers were placed in a closed chamber and simultaneously exposed to vapor from a 1 M 

HCl solution and a 50% GA solution for 24 hours. Next, the fibers were exposed to vapor 

from a 5 M HCl solution and a 50% GA solution for 24 hours. For the last step, the fibers 

were completely submerged in a 50% GA solution for 24 hours, rinsed thoroughly with 

water, and allowed to dry in a vacuum chamber with dessicant. For further analysis, 

Raman spectra was taken of crosslinked and pure PVA thin films (LabRam, Horiba 

Scientific). 
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4.3 Results and Discussion  

 

4.3.1 Effect of Applied Voltage and Stage Speed on Fiber Diameter on SiO2/Si Substrates 

To examine the effect of applied voltage and stage speed on fiber diameter, 

electrospinning experiments were performed. It is expected that an increased voltage will 

lead to a larger electric field, causing a greater force that will overcome the surface 

tension of the polymer and initiate fiber formation59,85. Figure 4.2 shows a plot of fiber 

diameter vs stage speed at two applied voltages: 1.0 kV to 1.5 kV. Lower voltages were 

not examined because the electric field was not strong enough to induce fiber formation.  

 

Figure 4.2: Fiber diameter as a function of stage speed at two voltages. The insets 

are optical images showing the parallel fiber patterns and reduced fiber diameters 

at different stage speeds. 
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Conversely, higher applied voltages were not examined because the electric field was 

near the dielectric breakdown of air. When higher voltages were used, an arc formed. 

Despite being a 50% increase in voltage, each data point produced no noticeable change 

in fiber diameter. This shows that, for this polymer system, the applied voltage does not 

have a significant impact on fiber diameter. For these reasons, it was determined that a 

suitable applied voltage to electrospin at was the highest applied voltage that allowed 

electrospinning without arcing: 1.5 kV in the case using the SiO2/Si substrates. 

The fiber diameters were also measured as a function of stage speed. The stage 

speed was varied between 0.2 mm/s and 10 mm/s while electrospinning. It should be 

noted that when electrospinning ceased, it was typically by spontaneously breaking of 

fiber formation. This phenomenon introduced a tradeoff when it came to stage speed: 

faster stage speeds allowed more fiber to be deposited because more fiber could be 

deposited before electrospinning broke. Conversely, slower stages speeds would deposit 

fewer fibers before electrospinning broke but produced larger fiber diameters that would 

be more likely to support optical resonance. Figure 4.2 shows that when stage speed 

increased the fiber diameter decreased. This is because the x-y stage moves faster than 

the fiber is extracted from the droplet. As a result, the fiber was pulled mechanically 

pulled from the droplet as well as electrospun as it was drawn onto the substrate. This 

mechanical drawing elongated the fiber and decreased the fiber diameter79. Examining 

the 1.5 kV curve reveals that at 10 mm/s, the average fiber diameter was its lowest: 2.52 

± 1.27 μm. As the stage speed decreased, the fiber diameter becomes 3.59 ± 1.13 μm at 5 

mm/s, and increases to 14.93 ± 3.98 μm at 0.2 mm/s. The insets of the figure show 
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optical images of fibers at three different stage speeds (different colors correspond to 

different SiO2 layer thickness). The fibers become visibly larger at slower stage speeds. 

This information was utilized to adjust the average fiber diameter to the size range that is 

needed to support WGM resonance as predicted by FDTD simulations. A stage speed of 

0.5 mm/s was selected to electrospin all further samples at because it was slow enough to 

allow the fibers to remain large enough to easily support WGM resonances, but also fast 

enough that it allowed long sections of fiber to be easily deposited on each sample. An 

average of 19 lines of fiber out of a possible 61 were deposited on each substrate at this 

stage speed.  

 

4.3.2 Effect of Time on Fiber Diameter 

As mentioned in chapter 3, the viscosity for this low molecular weight solution 

increases rapidly over time. To determine if this rapid change in viscosity had a 

significant role in affecting fiber diameter, the fiber diameter was compared across 

multiple consecutively electrospun samples. Figure 4.3 shows a plot of average fiber 

diameter from sample-to-sample as a function of the solution’s age for two separate 

electrospinning days. It took approximately 30 minutes to electrospin each sample, so 

data points are placed accordingly, with the first point place at 30 minutes. Typically, 

three or four samples were made in each electrospinning session, so the time spent 

electrospinning rarely was longer than two hours. Data taken on 8/2/2016 showed that 

there was a slight increase in average fiber diameter across samples. The diameters went  
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Figure 4.3: Average fiber diameters as a function of time of electrospinning on 

two different days 

 

from 12.3 μm for the first sample up to 14.8 μm to the final sample. Despite not being a 

large increase, this trend of increasing diameter with an increase in viscosity is expected; 

however, the fibers electrospun on 10/4/2016 under identical conditions shows the 

opposite trend. The first sample gives a diameter of 11.1 μm and the last gives a diameter 

of just 9.8 μm. Once again, the difference in fiber diameters over time was not large. The 

observation of the opposite trends in fiber diameters on different days, along with the 

large standard deviations in fiber diameters indicated that any change in solution 

viscosity over the two hours of electrospinning did not play a significant role in dictating 

fiber diameter. This may be due to the mechanical agitation the solution undergoes while 

being pumped through the syringe76. 
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4.3.3 Effect of R6G Incorporation on Fiber Diameter 

R6G powder was incorporated into the PVA solutions at a concentration of 

0.0007 gR6G/gPVA, electrospun, and the subsequent diameters were analyzed. This was 

the highest dye concentration in which electrospinning was observed while using the 

SiO2/Si substrates. Figure 4.4 shows the histogram of fiber diameters of pure PVA fibers 

and R6G-PVA fibers. The average diameters for the pure PVA fibers is 11.4 ± 3.1 μm 

 

Figure 4.4: Histograms showing fiber diameter distributions of Pure-PVA fibers 

and R6G-PVA fibers. 

 

while for the R6G-PVA fibers it is 14.5 ± 5.0 μm. Despite there being an increase in fiber 

diameter of 3 μm in the R6G-doped case, the standard deviation is also much greater. 

Inspection of the histogram reveals that both groups of fibers have very similar size 

distributions, however, the R6G-doped fibers had a few more data points in the 20+ μm 
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range. These data points are likely caused by dried out portions of the droplet being 

deposited along with the fiber, causing sections of fiber with relatively enormous 

diameters. These data points created both the larger average and standard deviation for 

the dye doped fibers and are not believed to be a product of the dye incorporation. 

Judging from the distributions as a whole, the addition of R6G-dye does not appear to 

have a significant effect on fiber diameter. This corroborates the solution 

physicochemical measurements where the incorporation of R6G dye did not significantly 

change the values of viscosity, surface tension, and conductivity and, subsequently, did 

not change electrospun fiber diameters. 

 

4.3.4 Effect of Substrate on Fiber Diameter 

To perform subsequent optical characterization, a transparent substrate was 

needed, and the substrate was changed to glass. Upon making this change, it was 

observed that electrospinning initiated more readily on a 1.0 mm thick glass substrate 

than a 0.5 mm thick SiO2/Si wafer. As previously mentioned, on the SiO2/Si wafer, the 

average amount of lines being deposited on a single substrate was 19, with the most being 

45. On the glass substrates, otherwise electrospun under identical conditions, the average 

number of fibers deposited on the glass substrates was 40, with the most being 56. The 

fiber diameters were measured and Figure 4.5 shows the normalized histograms of the 

R6G-doped PVA fiber diameters electrospun on glass and SiO2/Si. Both display the same 

Gaussian distributions and have similar average diameters. The average diameters are  
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Figure 4.5: Histogram showing fiber diameter distributions between fibers 

electrospun at 0.5 mm/s on SiO2/Si and glass substrates. 

 

14.0 ± 4.8 μm for the SiO2/Si substrate and 13.0 ± 6.2 μm for the glass substrate. This 

further indicates the robustness of the NFES process for this system as the change in 

substrate does not have a large affect in altering diameters. Finally, as mentioned in the 

effect of applied voltage section, the optimal applied voltage was the highest it could be 

without arcing, 1.5 kV in the case of the SiO2/Si wafers. However, after changing the 

substrate to glass, the applied voltage was able to be increased to 2.0 kV because no 

arcing took place due to the extra thickness of the glass substrates which reduced the net 
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electric field between tip and collector, so 2.0 kV was subsequently used for further 

electrospinning purposes. 

Lastly, the electrospinning analysis was extended to glass substrates and is shown 

in Figure 4.6. Figure 4.6a shows that fiber diameter was dependent on stage speed. 

Diameters increased drastically as stage speed was reduced to 0.5 mm/s. Furthermore, the 

values for the diameters on glass are nearly identical with the values on SiO2/Si, again 

indicating that the stage speed is the dominant parameter for controlling diameter for 

these solution conditions. Optical images of fibers for each electrospinning condition, in 

addition to histograms of fiber diameter, are shown in Figures 4.6b-e and Figure 4.6f, 

respectively. The diameters are visibly larger at the slower stage speeds. Using a stage 

speed of 10 mm/s the average fiber diameter was 2.8 ± 1.3 μm, whereas a reduced stage 

speed of 0.5 mm/s increased the average diameter to 12.4 ± 5.9 μm. Thus, average fiber 

size was tuned by more than a factor of 4. Another observation is the breadth of fiber 

diameters that were produced. As the stage speed was reduced to 0.5 mm/s, a breadth of 

diameters ranging from ~2-33 μm are produced. This range of diameters will be useful 

for a comprehensive analysis of resonators across a large range of diameters. Stage speed 

can control the degree of mechanical drawing of the polymer solution during spinning, 

greatly influencing fiber diameter67,88. Similar trends have also been observed for stage 

speeds 2 to 40 times larger than used in these studies67,79,86. Furthermore, the fiber 

diameter’s produced in this study are either larger or of similar diameters for other 

electrospun polymer resonators60–63. The combination of electrospinning parameters (e.g. 

solution, pattern dimensions, etc.) used here approached the spatial limitations of our 
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Figure 4.6: a) Fiber diameter vs stage speed for R6G-PVA fibers on glass 

substrates, b)-e) optical images showing the different fiber diameters at various 

stage speeds, and f) fiber distribution histograms of fibers electrospun at different 

stage speeds. 

 

apparatus and controller. As a result, scan rate impacted pattern fidelity with write 

deviations increasing at higher speeds, particularly near end points. The use of rather 

viscous, high weight percent polymer solution and reduced stage speed enabled 

fabrication of larger fibers. The sizable diameters generated by a 0.5 mm/s stage speed 
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were compatible with observation of high quality WGMs, therefore fibers electrospun 

with these conditions were selected for further study.  

 

4.3.5 Scribe Mark Fabrication and Characterization for Spinning Suspended Fibers 

To suspend the fibers, a diamond scribe was used to create 5 - 10 parallel trenches 

onto the glass substrates where the fibers would be deposited perpendicular to the marks. 

The trenches were characterized for their width and depth. The results are shown in 

Figure 4.7. Figure 4.7a shows a representative image of a typical scribe mark. Major 

striations on the substrate can be seen due to the fracture surfaces of the glass when 

scribed. A darker line can be seen going down the middle of the image, which is where 

the largest portions of substrate were removed. Small residual pieces of glass that were 

not fully removed or cleaned off can also be seen throughout the image, though they 

would likely not affect electrospinning or resonance. Despite not being uniform, scribe 

marks were typically around a few hundred microns in width. Figure 4.7b shows a three-

dimensional rendering of the trench with a cross-section marked by the blue plane. Figure 

4.7c shows the profile of the depth of that cross-section. The maximum depth of the 

trench is around 40 µm, which is much larger than the depth the FDTD simulations 

determined the evanescent field penetrated (~340 nm), even for the smallest diameter 

fiber. For a more comprehensive analysis of scribe depth, Figure 4.7d shows a histogram 

of 15 different depth measurements. Every trench measured was deeper than 5 µm, with 
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an average depth of ~20 µm, and was a few hundred microns in length, indicating that 

these marks would allow resonance without any unwanted coupling to the substrate. 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Characterization of scribe mark depth showing a) optical image of 

scribe mark, b) 3D rendering of the scribe mark in a), c) plot monitoring scribe 

depth along the width of the scribe mark, and d) histogram showing distributions 

of scribe mark depths over 15 different measurements. 
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Figure 4.8: SEM images showing a) suspended fibers electrospun over a scribe 

mark, b) and c) perspective and top-down images showing surface texture of 

electrospun fibers, and d) cross-section of fiber showing circularity 

 

4.3.6 Morphological Characterization of R6G-PVA Fibers on Glass Substrates 

Using a scan rate of 0.5 mm/s, R6G-PVA fibers were electrospun on a glass 

substrate. Figure 4.8a shows SEM images of dye-doped polymer fibers suspended across 
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a scribe mark, respectively. No sagging or drooping was observed. Higher magnification 

electron microscope images, shown in Figures 4.8b and 4.8c, revealed smooth fiber 

surfaces without significant striations or ridges. Moreover, fiber cross-sections produced 

with the freeze-snap technique were circular, and void of flat regions or significant 

distortions in shape, as shown in Figure 4d. As revealed in Figure 4.9, fiber diameter was 

found to vary gradually with length, and no bead-like structures were observed. More  

 

Figure 4.9: Optical images showing taper along the z-axis of the fibers. The scale 

bar is 100 μm. 

 

than 15 fibers, with over 200 µm in length analyzed on each, indicated an average 

diameter change of 0.037 ± 0.034 μm per micron of fiber length. This observed taper is 

expected to play a role in the observed resonances. 

 

4.3.7 Crosslinking and Morphological Characterization on Crosslinked Fibers 

A three-step GA treatment was used to crosslink dye-doped PVA fibers, rendering 

them insoluble in aqueous solution that was, in part, based on previous reports86,87 and, in 
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part developed in this work. Figure 4.10 compares fiber diameters of a sample before and 

after the crosslinking process. Fiber diameters increased approximately 13% from 12.4 

μm to 14.0 μm, which is believed to be due to swelling and/or polymer relaxation 

associated with the water-based crosslinking process. Furthermore, additional fiber 

curvature developed and can be seen in Figure 4.11a. Figure 4.11 shows GA-treated PVA 

fibers immersed in water for 24 h remained impervious to dissolution and no additional 

distortion in shape was observed, though the fibers did migrate a small amount across the 

substrate.  

Raman spectra of pure-PVA and crosslinked pure-PVA thin films from 750 cm-1 

– 1600 cm-1 are shown in Figure 4.12. A majority of the signal can be attributed to the 

bonds of the PVA molecules89,90. However, the peaks that appear at ~804 cm-1 and ~1247 

cm-1 on the crosslinked PVA spectrum may be indicative of the presence of pure GA in 

the film, though several other pure-GA peaks were not observed (1201, 1638, 1676, and 

1710 cm-1), likely due to the small amount of GA that actually gets incorporated into the 

membrane. The presence of bonds that were specific to PVA crosslinked with GA were 

not observed. This is likely because those Raman peaks are expected to be very low 

signal90. Nonetheless, since GA appears to be present and the fibers demonstrated water 

stability, the crosslinking process was deemed sufficient for aqueous sensing 

experiments. 
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Figure 4.10: Fiber diameter distribution histograms of R6G-PVA fibers before 

and after crosslinking treatment. 
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Figure 4.11: Crosslinked fibers a) before and b) after being submerged in water 

for 24 hours demonstrating their ability to remain viable after exposure to water. 

Scale bar is 100 µm. 
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SEM characterization was also performed to evaluate any change in surface 

texture of the fibers due to the crosslinking process, as shown in Figures 4.12b,c. Near 

the base of the fibers, some residual material can be seen on the substrate. This is 

believed to be polymerized GA leftover from the crosslinking process as it was not seen 

in the SEM images of the as-spun fibers in Figure 4.8. Furthermore, this residue was not 

seen around the fibers in suspended regions and was not expected to restrict resonance. 

The images show the fiber’s surfaces remain smooth and do not indicate any noticeable 

changes in surface roughness on the fibers when compared to Figure 4.8b,c, which 

indicates that crosslinked fibers maintained their structure and should remain capable of 

supporting WGM resonance. 

 

 4.4 Conclusions 

The applied voltage, stage speed, R6G incorporation, time of electrospinning, and 

substrates were all varied during the near-field electrospinning fiber characterization. The 

applied voltage, time of electrospinning, and the incorporation of R6G dye was 

determined to have an insignificant effect on the fiber diameter for samples made on 

SiO2/Si substrates. The stage speed showed a 6x increase in fiber diameter as the stage 

speed was reduced from 10 mm/s to 0.2 mm/s. This parameter was utilized to optimize 

the production of fibers on each substrate, allowing for many lines of fiber to be written, 

while maintaining the size range needed to see WGM resonances. The stage speed that 
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Figure 4.12: a) Raman spectra of crosslinked and not crosslinked pure-PVA thin 

films confirming the presence of GA and, b) and c) SEM images showing surface 

texture of crosslinked R6G-PVA fibers. 
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gave both many fibers written while maintaining fibers in the desired size range for 

electrospinning was determined to be 0.5 mm/s.  

It was determined that changing the substrate from 0.5 mm thick SiO2/Si to 1.0 

mm thick glass did not substantially change the fiber’s morphology. The fibers diameters 

were almost identical over the entire range of stage speeds for both substrates. 

Histograms showed that fibers electrospun at 0.5 mm/s showed a large breadth of fiber 

diameters, which would be useful for a comprehensive WGM study. SEM 

characterization showed fibers with smooth surfaces, circular cross-sections, and the 

ability to be suspended over scribe marks. Analysis with optical images showed the fibers 

had a gradual taper along the z-axis, which may affect their resonance ability. 

Crosslinking these fibers demonstrated their ability to become water stable, though a 

small increase in fiber diameter was observed. Raman spectra confirmed the presence of 

pure GA in the PVA, but did not show crosslinking-specific bonds due to a weak signal. 

Finally, SEM showed that the crosslinked fibers maintained their smooth surfaces and 

their structure. 
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Chapter 5. WGM Detection, 

Characterization, and Sensing 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Finally, WGM resonance needed to be detected in the fibers. Since the fibers had 

an emitter incorporated, a microphotoluminescence (μPL) system could be used. To 

verify the resonance was coming from WGMs, a mode-fitting process specific to WGMs, 

FSR analysis and comparison to the FDTD simulations, and polarization experiments 

needed to be performed. The effect of the previously measured taper along the fiber z-

axis on optical resonance also needed to be investigated further. The Q factor needed to 

be measured as it quantifies the device’s ability to contain resonance and serves as a basis 

for comparison among resonators with different diameters and with resonators from 

previous reports. By varying the input power and measuring the output power, the 

resonator’s continuous wave (cw) lasing capabilities could be investigated, also, which 

could give valuable insight to their potential applications in optoelectronic devices. To 

demonstrate the sensing capability, organic solvent vapor sensing was performed with 

both as-spun and crosslinked fibers, however, device sensitivity was not able to be 

quantified with this system. Quantifiable sensing experiments with the crosslinked fibers 
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in an aqueous solutions demonstrated the device’s use as bulk refractive index sensors. 

The device sensitivity was also measured for comparison to the literature.  

 

5.2 Experimental Details 

 Confocal fluorescence microscopy (SP5, Leica Microsystems) was used to image 

of the dye-doped fibers. A laser confocal system (LabRam, Horiba Scientific) was used 

to evaluate the dye-doped PVA fiber WGM resonators. A schematic is shown in Figure 

5.1. A single fiber was optically excited with 1 µW from a 532 nm CW laser (Ventus, 

Laser Quantum) focused to a spot size of approximately 3 µm using a 50x objective (NA 

= 0.75). Resonator emission was collected with the same objective, directed through a 

longpass filter (> 532 nm), and analyzed using a charge-coupled device (CCD) 

spectrometer with an 1800 lines/mm-1 grating. 

 For vapor sensing experiments performed on both as-spun and crosslinked fibers, 

shown in Figure 5.2, the sample was placed in a petri dish that was sealed with parafilm. 

Small quantities of liquid organic solvent (isopropanol or methanol) were pumped into 

the chamber through a small opening in the side of the dish. For ethanol sensing 

experiments in an aqueous environment, the sample was submerged in a pool of water in 

a petri dish, this time, the dish was not sealed. The ethanol concentration of the solution 

was varied from 0% - 30% by volume. The volume of the pool was kept constant. A 50x 

long-working-distance (NA = 0.50) objective was used, and the excitation power was 
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of µPL system. The path of the excitation beam is tracked 

in green and the path of the emission is tracked in red. 
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Figure 5.2: Vapor sensing setup. The sample is placed in a petri dish under the 

µPL objective. Small volumes of IPA or methanol were pumped into the chamber 

and the spectrum was incrementally measured. 

 

increased to 2 µW because of the loss of excitation power at the interfaces of the petri 

dish or the water. 

 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

 

5.3.1 Emission, Mode Assignment, and Polarization Studies 

Figure 5.3, shows the fluorescence emission along the length of three 

consecutively written lines of fiber. R6G fluorescence was bright and relatively uniform 

throughout the fibers, without evidence of substantial dye molecule agglomeration. 

Emission from the R6G-doped fiber optical cavities was measured using a μPL set-up.  

To minimize dye bleaching yet ensure an adequate signal-to-noise ratio, 1 µW of 

excitation power was used. Figure 5.1a shows a representative spectrum of a single, as-

spun dye-doped PVA fiber with a measured diameter of 4.2 μm. The investigation 
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focused on wavelengths greater than 575 nm due to the minimal overlap in R6G 

absorbance and emission within this spectral region. Paired groups of sharp resonances 

were observed to decorate the broad fluorescence emission of R6G. A polarizer that was 

placed between the fiber and the monochromator was used to distinguish modes with 

similar electromagnetic field oscillation.  Representative polarization-dependent spectra 

are shown in Figure 5.4b. Within a group, all the peaks were the same polarization. The 

shorter and longer wavelength groups were TM and TE, respectively. Spectra were 

further analyzed using an asymptotic formula for resonance and mode identification 

 

Figure 5.3: Confocal fluorescence image showing R6G fluorescence down the 

length of the fibers. 
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Figure 5.4: a) Spectra of 4.2 µm fiber showing groups of peaks with different 

polarizations and b) µPL spectra with polarizer of a 4.7 µm fiber showing longer 

and shorter wavelength groups of peaks having different polarizations. 
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based on Mie theory91. The formula, as developed by Lam et. al. is91:  
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Where P = neff or P = 1/neff for TE and TM modes, respectively. αs is the negative of first 

airy root, 2.338, since all modes we analyzed are assumed to be first radial order. Lastly, 

ν = m+1/2 and  nh being the RI of PVA (1.464). This equation was programmed into 

Excel with R, neff, and AMN adjusted for best fit using the least squares method. Mode 

assignments in Figure 5.4a used a diameter of 4.6 μm, close to the measured value of 4.2 

μm, and neff of 1.288 (TE) and 1.266 (TM), which were consistent with ellipsometry 

measurements and FDTD simulations. Because TM and TE modes penetrate the 

surrounding environment to different degrees, a small difference in neff values was 

appropriate. 

 

5.3.2 Explanation of Peak Groups 

Next, the groups of closely spaced modes were attributed to WGMs supported 

within the fiber cross-section, in addition to spiral or conical modes with finite 

longitudinal components and wavelengths slightly smaller than WGM resonance92–94. 

Variations in fiber geometry including both bottle structures95,96 and tapers97,98 can 

facilitate the observed optical confinement. In particular, the aforementioned diameter 

changes along the fiber z-axis were likely contributors. As shown in Figure 5.5a, 

emission was collected along the length of the fiber in 800 nm increments.  Within each 
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spectrum the dominant intensity peak was dependent on measurement location. As the 

excitation and collection optic was scanned along the fiber length, resonance features 

emerged and faded within a very short distance, typically < 10 µm, indicating fairly 

compact mode localization. Furthermore, an individual mode appears then disappears 

over a range of ~3 µm, which is also the size of the excitation spot. Figure 5.5b is a 

schematic that shows how various modes along the tapered fiber z-axis may be getting 

highlighted by the excitation spot. Additional electrospinning process development is  

 

 

Figure 5.5: a) Spectra taken at different positions along the z-axis of a fiber 

showing a change in the peak with dominant intensity from a shorter wavelength 

to a longer wavelength and b) schematic showing different WGM having 

dominant excitation along the z-axis of a fiber with a taper. 
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required to more precisely control fiber diameter, and further suppress longitudinal 

resonance components. 

 

5.3.3 Free Spectral Range Analysis 

As illustrated in Figure 5.6a, the longest wavelength peaks, associated with in-

plane WGM resonances, from two successive groups within the same polarization were 

used to determine free spectral range (FSR).  At the smallest diameter resonator, 

individual peaks can be seen with a long FSR of 17.7 nm. As the diameter increases, the 

peaks become sharper and closer together, directly correlating to what was observed in 

the simulations. The spacing between consecutive modes was expected to decrease with 

increasing cavity length as defined by Equation 3. Also, more modes appear in the larger 

diameter resonators, which was attributed to these groups of peaks discussed earlier. FSR 

is plotted versus fiber diameter in Figure 5.6b for dye-doped electrospun fibers ranging 

from 3 to 14 µm in size. The inverse relationship between FSR and D (as emphasized by 

the solid curve), is characteristic of WGMs and further excludes both Fabry-Perot 

resonances60 along the fiber length and random cavity resonances61,62. Furthermore, the 

1/D curve from the FDTD simulations is plotted. The two curves follow each other nearly 

perfectly, with the FDTD curve lying slightly underneath the experimental curve. This is 

because the RI used for the simulations was slightly higher than the actual RI of the PVA. 

Nonetheless, this data further validates the argument that the observed resonances are 

WGMs. 
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Figure 5.6: a) Spectra showing an increased Q and decreased FSR with increase in 

diameter and b) plot of FSR vs Diameter of several fibers. 
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5.3.4 Quality Factor Analysis 

Cavity quality (Q) factors characterize the resonator’s ability to sustain resonance. 

It is defined as99: 

𝑄 =
2𝜋𝑐

𝜆0

𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑
=

𝜆𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

𝜆𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀
     (7) 

The Q factors in this system were extrapolated for several optical cavities by fitting each 

peak with a Lorentzian function. As mentioned in chapter 2, Q factors are limited by 

radiative decay, material absorption, and surface roughness. While the simulations were 

only limited by radiative decay, experimental devices are typically limited by one of the 

other two. The contributors for material absorption and surface scattering are71,100: 

𝑄𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
−1 =

𝛼𝜆

2𝜋𝑛
     (8) 

where α is the material absorption coefficient and 

𝑄𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔
−1 =

𝜋2𝜎2𝐵

𝜆2𝑅
     (9) 

where σ is the root-mean-square size and B is the correlation length of the surface 

inhomogeneity. One immediate observation is that the contribution for material 

absorption does not depend on diameter while the surface scattering and radiative decay 

does. This means that if a trend in Q factor is observed as a function of resonator size, the 

limitation on Q would be surface scattering.  
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A single high Q peak with a 0.044 nm FWHM is represented in Figure 5.7a and 

measured Q values for a range of as-spun fiber diameters are shown in Figure 5.7c.  

Given the relatively weak dependence of Q factor on diameter, radiative losses were not 

dominant, rather material absorption or more likely surface scattering were considered 

the main limitations on resonator performance71,100. 

The µPL spectra of several crosslinked fibers in air was also measured. Figure 

5.7b shows the highest Q peak was a bit larger than in the as-spun case, having a value of 

over 19,700. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 5.7c, Q factors increased overall after 

crosslinking. Further studies are necessary to fully understand this phenomena, but it is 

believed that the crosslinking process may reduce fiber surface roughness and the 

associated scattering losses via solvent-vapor surface smoothing101. 

 

5.3.5 Yield Experiment 

To determine how likely a WGM was to be present in a suspended region of fiber, 

a yield experiment was performed on the as-spun fibers. The experiment examined the 

regions of fiber suspended over scribe marks and determined if any WGMs existed in 

these areas. A total of 32 sections were measured on consecutive suspended regions of 

fiber on a single sample. Of the regions measured, 30 of them displayed clear WGMs 

giving a yield of 93.75%. This remarkable success rate further reinforces the ability of 

NFES to produce WGM resonators. 
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Figure 5.7: a) Highest Q peak from the as-spun fibers, b) highest Q peak 

measured of a crosslinked fiber, and c) plot showing increase in Q with diameter 

for both as-spun and crosslinked fibers. 
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5.3.6 Lasing Experiment 

Excitation power experiments were performed to determine if lasing in the 

resonators was achieved. Power was incrementally varied from 5 nW to 50 µW. Figure 

5.8a shows three spectra at different excitation powers. The spectra show an increase in 

output intensity; however, the Pout/Pin plot shown in Figure 5.8b shows that as the 

excitation power was increased, the output intensities do not change slope. Instead, they 

continue to increase linearly up to 5 µW, confirming that they remain in the spontaneous 

emission regime. Furthermore, no modes begin to dominate the emission spectra or show 

a narrowing of FWHM, which would also be indicative of lasing64,102,103. Beyond which 

the output intensity plateaus, which may be indicative of photobleaching, likely due to 

the insufficient photostability of fluorescent dye for cw lasing applications, a common 

problem for cw dye lasers104.  

 

5.3.7 Bulk Refractive Index Sensing 

WGM resonators have shown great utility as chemical and biological 

sensors13,17,21.This is because their evanescent waves, which extend into resonator 

surroundings, make them highly sensitive to environmental changes. Changes in RI of 

environment increase effective index, causing the resonant wavelength to red-shift. 

Electrospun R6G-PVA fibers were assessed as sensors using isopropanol and methanol 

vapor, as well as ethanol in water as a model system.   
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Figure 5.8: a) Spectra of a fiber at different excitation intensities and b) plot of 

peak intensity as a function of excitation power. The inset shows the same plot 

from 0 – 0.5 µW excitation showing linear increase in intensity with power. 
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Figure 5.9: a) Stacked spectra showing the shift of peak wavelength over time 

exposed to IPA vapor and b) plot tracking change in peak wavelength over time 

of sensors with three different diameters. 

 

5.3.7.1 Isopropanol Vapor Sensing of As-Spun Fibers 

The results of the IPA vapor sensing experiments are shown in Figure 5.9. Figure 

5.9a shows the WGM spectra of a 3.806 μm diameter fiber at different selected exposure 

times to IPA vapor. At time zero, just before exposure to vapor, a distinct WGM peak can 

be seen. After exposure to vapor for just 1 minute, the peak had already blue shifted by 

about 2 nm. By 5 minutes, the peak had blue shifted almost 3 nm from its original 

position. After continuous exposure to vapor, the peak began to red shift around 10 

minutes. This shift continued to a value slightly past the initial position at 85 minutes. 

Finally, after removing the sample from the chamber and leaving it in ambient conditions 

for ten minutes, the peak position returned to its initial point. 
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The same experiment monitoring peak shift with exposure to IPA vapor was 

repeated with two larger fibers of diameters 6.340 μm, and 9.214 μm. Figure 5.9b plots 

the peak position as a function of time for all three fibers. The same trend of a blue-shift 

followed by a red-shift was observed with the two larger fibers. Before exposure to any 

IPA vapor, all WGM peaks were stable over a time span of three minutes. As soon an 

IPA was pumped into the chamber, however, all fibers displayed an immediate blue-shift, 

followed by a red-shift that occurs over a much longer time. The two larger fibers appear 

to display a small discontinuity in their peak shifts around two minutes. This is likely due 

to the μPL machine drifting off fiber or the microscope losing focus due to the presence 

of IPA vapor changing the RI inside the chamber or condensing on the inside of the petri 

dish, causing a high signal-to-noise and the measured peak position to become less 

accurate. The small discontinuity happened after the fiber was re-aligned in both cases. 

Further observation into the peaks’ maximum blue shifts shows a correlation between 

fiber size and the peak’s blue-shift. As the fiber diameter increased, the maximum blue-

shift decreased substantially. The 3.806 μm fiber shifted by 2.97 nm, while the 6.340 μm 

and 9.214 μm fibers shifted by just 1.41 nm and 0.89 nm, respectively. The reason for the 

larger blue shift in the smaller fibers is likely that the mode volume takes up a larger 

fraction of the entire resonator than with the larger diameters, so the effect of the reduced 

neff is more significant in the blue-shifting regime. 

Based on these wavelength shifts, the sensing was determined to be due to solvent 

uptake by the resonator causing an initial reduced neff which led to a blue-shift, followed 
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by swelling, which led to red-shift, which has been reported previously105. The 

phenomenon of the smaller fibers having a greater blue-shift can be explained by the 

smaller fibers having less polymer swelling while the vapor diffuses over the WGM 

volume, causing the reduction in neff to have a more dominate effect on the blue-shift 

than in larger fibers. 

 

5.3.7.2 Methanol Vapor Sensing 

To further characterize vapor sensing, a smaller polar molecule, methanol, was 

used for both an as-spun and a crosslinked fiber. Figure 5.10a shows the peak position 

over time after exposure to methanol of a 5.1 μm as-spun fiber. The same blue-shift and 

red-shift is observed, though on a much shorter time frame. The max blue-shift was 1.9 

nm, close to what was observed for a fiber of similar size with IPA vapor. Furthermore, 

the red-shift is much larger than the IPA case. This fast reaction is likely due to the fast 

evaporation and small size of the methanol molecule64. The small size allows faster 

diffusion into the fibers as well as much more diffusion, causing a much more drastic 

amount of fiber swelling and the subsequent red- shift. After about 30 minutes, the peak 

began to blue-shift until it returned to its initial location after 73 minutes. This was likely 

just that the chamber was not completely sealed where the solvent was injected, causing 

the vapor to escape and the peak to return. 
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Figure 5.10: a) Peak position over time of a 5.1 μm resonator after exposure to 

methanol and b) peak position over time of a 6.2 μm crosslinked resonator after 

exposure to methanol. 
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Another experiment performed was exposing a crosslinked resonator to methanol 

vapor. The results are shown in Figure 5.10b. Contrary to the previous sensing 

experiments, no blue-shift is observed after exposure to vapor. Furthermore, only a red-

shift of ~2.5 nm occurs. This much smaller red-shift is on-par with what would be 

expected from just an environmental refractive index change indicating that there is no 

diffusion of vapor into the fiber because the crosslinking process prevents it. This 

changes the sensing process from being caused by diffusion to being caused by an 

environmental refractive index change. If the concentration of the solvent vapor in air 

were controlled, a much more comprehensive study could be completed on these fibers. 

After about 10 minutes, the peak began to shift back towards its initial position, again this 

is believed to be due to methanol diffusing out of the chamber. At 17 minutes, the top of 

the chamber was removed and the sample was allowed to return to its initial location. 

 

5.3.7.3 Refractive Index Sensing in Aqueous with Crosslinked Fibers 

The fibers were placed in a water bath to perform RI sensing experiments. A 

WGM fiber resonator was placed in a water bath, as in Figure 5.11a. Following 

immersion, Q values shrunk by roughly a factor of 9 and FSR decreased slightly due to 

the sizable reduction in RI difference between the cavity and its surroundings.  Notably, 

once submerged, resonance wavelengths were invariant in the water bath, thus supporting 

optical microscopy evidence that cross-linked fibers were water stable.  Ethanol was 

added to the water bath in 10% (v/v) increments. As shown in Figure 5.11b, a  
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Figure 5.11: a) 15.9 µm fiber submerged in water used for sensing ethanol, b) 

stacked spectra showing peak shift at different ethanol concentrations by volume 

in water. 
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corresponding red-shift of the WGMs was observed with each addition, as indicated by 

the black dashed arrow. The position of the peak, initially at 613.5 nm, was plotted as a 

function of time in Figure 5.12a.  Immediately after the addition of ethanol, the resonant 

wavelength increased by a few nanometers, then stabilized.  Evaporation losses at higher 

ethanol concentrations resulted in small, but discernable blue-shifts at longer 

measurement times. Figure 5.12b depicts the resonance wavelength of the several peaks 

at increasing wavelengths versus solution refractive index. The refractive indices of 

water-ethanol solutions were calculated using well-known optical constants106.  The 

spectral response of the resonator was linear within the range of ethanol concentrations 

evaluated. Furthermore, the sensitivity can be seen increasing as the resonant wavelength 

increases, corroborating the FDTD simulation data showing that longer wavelengths will 

have a larger evanescent wave. The highest fiber sensitivity was over 190 nm/RIU, on par 

with reports for similar active polymer-based WGM devices17,19,24,28,107. 

 Another sensing experiment was performed on a slightly larger fiber (18.3 µm). 

The results are shown in Figure 5.13. The spectra shown in Figure 5.13a show that the 

presence of groups of peaks also remained, indicating that the water system would not 

suppress the peak groups. As ethanol was added in 10 vol% increments, the peak 

wavelength red-shifts accordingly. Figure 5.13b shows peak position of the 594 nm peak 

plotted as a function of RI. The fiber gave a sensitivity of 156.8 nm/RIU, which is 

comparable with previous reports, though not as high as the previous experiment. The 

reason for the lower sensitivity fiber is simply a result of the fiber being larger. Another 

observation, shown by the first data point in Figure 5.13c, is that this resonator’s Q factor  
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Figure 5.12: a) Plot monitoring peak shift with additions of ethanol, and b) plot 

monitoring peak position at different ethanol concentrations showing a sensitivity 

as high as nm/RIU. 
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is over 7,500, almost twice that of the previous resonator. Figure 5.13c shows the 

reduction in resonator Q factor with increased environmental RI. The reduction in Q 

factor is explained by the reduced RI mismatch between resonator and environment as 

the ethanol concentration is increased. 

 

5.5 Conclusions 

The R6G displayed bright fluorescence and uniform distribution down the length 

of the fibers. µPL experiments showed that the broad fluorescence emission of these 

fibers was decorated by groups of high Q peaks. These resonances were ascribed to 

WGMs which circulated around the fiber circumference, as well as spiral or conical 

modes with small longitudinal components and slightly smaller wavelengths. Additional 

studies are needed to minimize axial components and simplify the spectra of these 

optically active resonators. A mode fitting process and FSR analysis were performed to 

confirm that these resonances were WGMs. The FSR analysis showed these resonators 

were in good agreement with the FDTD simulations. Peaks were fit with a Lorentzian 

curve to determine Q factor. As-spun fibers displayed Q factors over 14,000 and the 

crosslinked fibers displayed Qs over 19,700. Table 2 shows that these Q factors are very 

competitive with other emitter-doped polymer resonators. Furthermore, the table shows 

that these resonators are relatively small when compared to other resonators, indicating 

that they may have even lower surface roughness71,100 and greater sensitivity13 than many  
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Figure 5.13: a) Stacked spectra presence of groups of peaks as well as peak shift 

with increased ethanol concentration of an 18.3 µm fiber, b) plot showing peak 

wavelength vs RI of sensing experiment showing sensitivity of 156.8 nm/RIU, 

and c) plot showing reduced Q factor with increased solution RI. 
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other polymer WGM resonators. A lasing experiment showed that these fibers failed to 

break the lasing threshold due to the lack of photostability in fluorescent dyes. A yield 

experiment showed that, of the scanned fibers, 93.75% of them demonstrated WGMs. 

Sensing experiments showed the ability of our resonators to sense IPA vapor. 

Under exposure to IPA vapor, the WGMs contained in the fibers first blue shifted, then 

red shifted, indicating that IPA diffusion into the resonator was likely causing cavity 

swelling, as well as a reduced neff. The peaks were shown to be able to return to their 

starting wavelengths after being returned to ambient conditions. One uncontrolled 

parameter in these vapor-diffusion experiments was the concentration of the organic 

solvent vapor. Because the concentration could not be monitored, a more quantitative 

analysis of vapor sensing could not be performed. Future work should include 

measurements made with varied vapor concentrations to quantify device sensitivity for 

these applications. 

Changing the vapor to methanol caused the diffusion process to occur more 

rapidly and the peak red-shift was much greater, likely due to the smaller size of the 

methanol molecule compared to the IPA molecule. Furthermore, using crosslinked fibers 

to sense methanol showed only a red-shift, indicating that crosslinking prevents vapor 

diffusion into the fibers. 

To demonstrate refractive index sensing in aqueous, crosslinked R6G-PVA fibers 

were submerged in water.  Despite emission spectrum complexity, refractive index  

sensing of the ethanol-water system exhibited a sensitivity of 200 nm/RIU. Since  
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Table 2: Chart comparing WGM devices based on Q factor and diameter. 

Q Material Diameter (µm) Source 

21,400 

Pyrromethene 597-

Poly(methyl methacrylate) 

(PMMA) 

40-65 Flatae et. al. 2015108 

19,756 R6G-PVA 17.3 This Work 

14,700 R6G-PMMA 500 Sun et. al. 2017109 

11,800 R6G-PMMA 40 
Grossmann et. al. 

201016 

10,000 RhB-PMMA 280 Linslal et. al. 201549 

10,000 
Nile Red and Pyrromethene-

Polystyrene (PS) 
10 Gonokami et. al. 199836 

9,410 Ethyl Orange-PVA 100 Li et. al. 2017110 

8,200 R6G-PMMA 36 Ta et. al. 201317 

7,580 RhB-PMMA 150-1000 Anand et. al. 201748 

7,000 Nile red-PS 10 Francois et. al. 201519 

1,000 CdSe/ZnS Quantum Dots-PS 10 Beier et. al. 200947 

        

 

 

polymer materials can easily have other materials incorporated into their solutions, these 

devices may be able to be tailored to perform biosensing by adding receptor molecules 

such as antibodies to the polymer solutions before spinning. Those receptor molecules 

may be displayed on the surface of the resonators and allow for detectable binding 
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events. Due to the orderly and controlled deposition, these devices may also find future 

applications in multiplexed sensing if fibers with different receptors can be deposited 

closely enough to simultaneously be measured. Lastly, due to their high Q factors and 

easy fabrication, as well as the ability to incorporate other materials, such as quantum 

dots and rare-earth ions, these devices may find use in other optical applications such as 

microlasers. 
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Chapter 6. Conclusions 
 

This work shows that we have developed a method for fabricating micron-scale 

R6G doped PVA fibers via NFES that support high-Q WGM resonance in their cross-

sections. The fiber cross-sections were first simulated with FDTD, then fabricated and 

studied for their morphological and optical properties. To demonstrate application of the 

fibers, the resonator was first used as an organic solvent vapor sensor. The fibers were 

also crosslinked to make them water insoluble and demonstrated further application as 

sensors in aqueous environments. 

Our literature review found that NFES, only having been around since 200665, has 

already demonstrated utility in fabricating fiber meshes66, as well as its ability to suspend 

fibers between posts just a few tens of microns in diameter67, and in a few optical 

applications66. Despite its usefulness, it has not been previously used to fabricate polymer 

fibers capable of sustaining WGMs in their cross-sections. This process was attractive for 

our purposes because of its facile, controlled deposition and scalability in easily 

producing many resonators in a compact area, which may provide future applications for 

device manufacturing and potentially with multiplexed devices, as discussed below. 

The first objective of this study was to determine what polymer material our 

resonators should be fabricated from. Because it is a well-studied polymer capable of 

being easily electrospun59,74,77,86,87 and has the advantages of being water-soluble, non-

toxic, biodegradable, and low-cost, PVA was thus chosen. Rhodamine 6G is a ubiquitous 
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dye because of its high photostability, high quantum efficiency, and water solubility and 

was therefore chosen as well. 

Before fabricating any fibers, the appropriate size of resonator that could produce 

a high-quality resonance for in-air and in-aqueous applications needed to be determined. 

To do this, FDTD simulations were performed and their spectra were analyzed for FSR, 

Q factors, evanescent field penetration, and field profiles. The simulations showed that 

high-Q resonators would have to be at least 4 µm in diameter for in-air systems and 10 

µm for in-aqueous systems. They also showed a 1/diameter trend with FSR and an 

increasing Q factor with diameter that were compared with the experimentally obtained 

values later. The evanescent field penetration was reduced with higher diameters, 

indicating that larger resonators would be less sensitive. Conversely, the evanescent field 

penetration was greater at longer wavelengths of individual resonators, indicating that the 

longer wavelength modes would provide greater sensitivity. They gave insight into 

evanescent field penetration with changing fiber diameter so that fibers could be 

suspended over trench that was deep enough to prevent unwanted coupling.  

The first step for device fabrication was to mix PVA solutions and characterize 

for their physicochemical and optical properties with and without the presence of R6G. 

Viscosity, surface tension, and conductivity measurements were determined to be 

consistent across all R6G-doped and undoped samples, indicating the process for solution 

mixing was robust as well as indicating that the presence of R6G did not significantly 

affect the solution and would not affect fiber fabrication during electrospinning. A 

substantial change in viscosity over time was observed, likely due to hydrogen bonding 
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among PVA molecules in the solutions, however, this was later shown to not have an 

impact on fiber diameters during electrospinning. The solutions were also spin coated 

onto glass slides where optical characterizations revealed that a concentration of 3.5 

mgR6G/gPVA gave the highest absorption at 532 nm, where excitation would occur and 

the highest emission at 580 nm, where WGMs were anticipated, indicating that this 

concentration would best produce resonance among the concentrations analyzed. 

Furthermore, refractive index measurements gave values near 1.464 at all R6G 

concentrations, showing that the presence of the R6G had no noticeable effect on the RI, 

reinforcing that the incorporation of R6G would not greatly impact resonance, regardless 

of the range of concentrations analyzed. Furthermore, the RI measured was slightly lower 

than what was used in FDTD simulations, which suggested that values for neff and FSR 

may have been higher than what would be obtained experimentally. 

For fiber fabrication, the NFES process was employed and fiber formation was 

characterized with the stage speed, applied voltage, and substrate material. As determined 

by the FDTD simulations, the goal was to produce fibers with diameters around 4 µm or 

greater. Initial characterization was done on SiO2/Si substrates and showed that, while 

applied voltage had little effect on fiber diameter, by varying the stage speed, the fiber 

diameters could be manipulated to produce fibers larger than 20 µm. The incorporation of 

R6G, as predicted by solution characterization, did not significantly affect fiber size and 

the large fibers were able to be produced. Lastly, changing the collection substrate from 

0.5 mm thick SiO2/Si to 1 mm thick glass and performing the same diameter vs stage 

speed experiment showed nearly identical diameters produced on either substrate. SEM 
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images showed that the fibers can be suspended over scribe marks, have smooth surfaces, 

and have very circular cross-sections and relatively smooth surfaces. The fibers also had 

a gradual taper along the z-axis, which was shown to influence the spectra in subsequent 

experiments. Crosslinking and subsequent characterization was performed on the fibers. 

The fibers demonstrated the presence of the crosslinking agent, glutaraldehyde, as well as 

water stability. SEM characterization showed no noticeable change in fiber’s surface 

roughness after crosslinking. Furthermore, optical characterization showed the fibers 

became larger and slightly more disorderly, though, this was not expected to prevent 

resonance capabilities. 

Confocal fluorescence imaging showed uniform R6G distribution, indicating that 

there were no aggregates that may negatively impact resonance. Upon measuring for 

resonance with a µPL system, distinct peak groups of peaks with identical polarization on 

top of the R6G fluorescence were observed. Those FSRs over a breadth of fiber 

diameters agreed well with the FSRs from the FDTD simulations. Furthermore, a mode 

fitting analysis showed the peaks were determined to be WGMs. The groups of peaks are 

thought to be spiral or conical shaped cavities that exist along the z-axis of the fibers. 

Calculating the Q factors from the spectra showed a linear increase in Q with increasing 

diameter, indicating that surface roughness is likely the limiting factor on Q. Qs as high 

as 14,191 were found for the as-spun case and over 19,500 for the crosslinked fibers, 

which is among the best measured Q factors for dye-doped polymer WGM resonators. 

Furthermore, a yield experiment showed that 30 out of 32 fibers measured displayed 

WGMs, giving a yield of 93.75%. Sensing experiments showed the ability of the fibers to 
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detect isopropanol vapor. Lasing experiments showed the fibers did not achieve lasing 

due to the lack of a high enough photostability from the dye. During sensing experiments, 

the as-spun WGMs first displayed a blue-shift, followed by a red-shift. This trend, 

predicted by Foreman et. al.105, indicates that the isopropanol vapor is diffusing into the 

fibers. When changed to methanol vapor, the process took place on a much shorter time 

scale. This is likely a result of the smaller size of the methanol molecule. When the 

crosslinked fiber was exposed to methanol vapor, only a red-shift was observed, 

indicating the vapor was no longer diffusing into the resonator. When the crosslinked 

fibers were placed in water, groups of peaks were still present and Q factors greater than 

7,500 were displayed. The resonances displayed a red-shift when ethanol was introduced 

into the environment as well as a gradual reduction in Q factor. As predicted by FDTD 

simulations, the smaller fibers and longer wavelength modes were the most sensitive to 

environmental changes, displaying sensitivity as high as 190 nm/RIU. 

R6G-doped PVA micron-scale fibers that displayed high-Q factor WGM 

resonance were successfully fabricated with an electrospinning process. These 

electrospun sensing devices present great potential for future multiplexed, highly 

sensitive devices with analyte specificity. 
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Chapter 7. Future Work 
 

The most obvious avenue for future progress in this research is quantifying the 

fiber’s sensitivity to organic vapor concentrations, as this is believed to be a highly 

sensitive detection method, being able to detect concentrations as low as attoliters105. 

Furthermore, the case study in the report used a resonator with diameter of 50 µm. Since 

sensitivity is known to increase with a reduced diameter while maintaining a high Q 

factor13 and these resonators demonstrate viable resonance for diameters below 4 µm, 

sensitivity may be much greater.  

Another future application is to obtain sensing specificity. This can be done in a 

few different ways. For specificity in detecting vapor, one way is to fabricate resonators 

from two different polymer systems and to utilize the different diffusion mechanics of the 

polymers to differentiate the analyte gases41. If NFES could be utilized to electrospin 

resonators of two or more polymers close enough to each other to measure resonances 

from each fiber, this could be obtained.  

Sensing specificity can also be obtained by incorporating into the resonator 

various receptor molecules that display binding affinity to specific analytes, such as 

antibodies or other biomolecules. Polymer materials are particularly attractive in this 

regard because of their ability to integrate receptor molecules such as oligonucleotides, 

antibodies, and aptamers to allow for label-free detection of the analyte111–115. 

Furthermore, WGMs have a high level of sensitivity, as some reports have shown the 
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detection of individual molecules, viruses, and even ions29,34,116. If a bioreceptor could be 

integrated into the resonator either by incorporating into the polymer solution before 

electrospinning or after the electrospinning via diffusion or direct deposition onto the 

resonator surface, these devices may show favorable biosensing capabilities. 

Specifically, one type of bioreceptor that has often been used are viruses. 

Different viruses such as the tobacco mosaic virus and T4 phage can be genetically 

modified117,118 and have been electrospun into PVA fibers119. A particularly attractive 

receptor molecule is the M13 bacteriophage virus. This is a filamentous virus that has 

two genetically modifiable proteins: its pVIII major coat protein and pIII minor coat 

protein120,121. Specifically, the pVIII major coat protein has 2,700 copies along the 880 

nm length of the virus that each serve as potential receptor. Furthermore, genetically 

modified M13 have already been shown to bind various biomolecules such as 

streptavidin, avidin, and β galactosidase122 and have been electrospun into polymer 

fibers123. Because PVA is both water soluble and biocompatible, M13 could be 

electrospun into the fibers in this report and their ability to sense biomolecules can be 

assessed. Furthermore, because the M13 can be tailored to bind to different biomolecules 

and NFES has the potential to deposit fibers closely to each other, the potential for having 

multiplexed sensing can also be explored. 

Another application of these fibers comes from the perspective of their 

applications as microlasers. The R6G-PVA fibers failed to produce lasing due to the R6G 

dye not being photostable under cw excitation. However, dye-doped polymer resonators  
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Figure 7.1 a) Confocal fluorescence image of CdSe QD doped fiber and b) spectra 

of fiber showing WGMs along the QD fluorescence backbone. 
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have shown lasing many times under pulsed excitation16,58,124,125. Furthermore, resonator 

Q factor can be expected to increase an order of magnitude above lasing threshold126, 

meaning that these resonators may display Q factors ~105, which would be among the 

best resonance for dye doped polymer WGM devices. 

Alternatively, a more photostable emitter such as quantum dots or rare-earth ions 

could be incorporated into the resonators. Already, QDs have been demonstrated in 

WGM resonators37,47,127,128 and have been electrospun in polymer fibers129–132. Briefly, 

octadecylamine coated CdSe QDs were incorporated as the emitter into the NFES PVA 

fibers. Figure 7.1a shows a confocal fluorescence image of a fiber electrospun with these 

QDs. Unlike with the R6G case, the QD fibers show clear regions of emitter 

agglomeration, likely due to their lack of water solubility, which would hinder their 

resonance capabilities. Despite this, the fibers show strong fluorescence all along the 

fiber. These fibers also displayed WGM resonance with extremely high signal-to-noise 

and Q factors greater than 5,100 (competitive with the literature) at the 611 nm peak as 

shown in Figure 7.1b. Resonance from QDs would likely have lower Q factors than dye 

due to them being a more likely location to scatter light. This resonator was able to be 

excited with much higher powers than dye and remained impervious to photobleaching. 

However, lasing experiments showed that these fibers still failed to produce lasing. This 

is likely the result Auger recombination and thermal runaway, which has been shown to 

be the restricting factor in QD microlasers20,133–135. Nonetheless, this serves as strong 

proof-of-concept for incorporating QDs as emitters into these NFES fibers. Furthermore, 

the surfaces of QDs can be functionalized to include binding materials such as antibodies. 
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If these functionalized QDs are electrospun with PVA into fibers, it may facilitate an 

easily fabricated biosensor.  
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